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NATURE OF PROBUSK AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
CHAPTER I
RATIONALE AND HXPOTHESBS TO BE TESTED
I. INTRODUCTION IMPORTANCE OF ROLE PLAYING IN PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 
One of the significant areas of interest for students of human de­
velopment is the behavior of children in their peer group* Particularly 
has interest focused upon the roles children play in their peer group*
The numerous studies which have been made concerning group interaction 
and role playing in the group Indicate the important place these factors 
have In the field of human development • Evidence suggests that extensive 
and important learnings are acquired by children through their partici­
pation in peer group activities. f*Learning to participate in this child 
society and to adjust effectively to its processes poses for every child 
one of his most highly motivated and significant developmental tasks.n ^
1/ American Council on Education, Haloing Teachers Understand 
Children. Washington, B* C*, 1945, P* 278.
Belonging to the group has come to be recognized as a strong moti­
vating force in the life of an individual and one that has a definite in­
fluence on the development of the individual * s personality. Fromm states 
that, “Unless the person feels that he belongs somewhere, unless his life 
has seme meaning and direction, he would feel as a particle of dust and 
be overcome by his individual insignificance. He would not be able to 
relate himself to any system which would give meaning and direction to 
his life; he would be filled with doubt, and this doubt would paralyze
2/
his ability to act that is, to live.** Bos sard relates the problem of
2/ Fromm, Erich, Escape from Freedom* Farrar and Rinehart, New York, 
1941, pp. 21-22.
belonging to the development of the individual*s personality's *5This role 
in the peer group becomes a powerful determinant in the child’s conception 
of himself...* The child’s life in the peer group i© one of life’s major 
experiences, and such experiences constitute one of the basic factors in
Vdetermining the adult personality.11 **
2/ Bossard, James H. S., The Sociology of Child Development. Harper 
and Bros., 1946, pp. $15 and $19.
The struggle for recognition and status in the group seems to be a 
lifelong one, and the success one has in gaining belongingness becomes a 
significant factor in one’s learning the codes, the customs, the rules and 
regulations, the way of life of the group. Canfcril states that, nlf an 
individual, like a bodily cell, is to function at all properly and to grow
yand develop, he must be integrated into a larger functional unit.tr̂  One
4/ Cantril, Hadley, The “rchy” of Man’s Experience. The Macmillon 
Company, New York, 1950, p. 139.
of the qualities of the well adjusted personality as interpreted by Syaonds 
is the ability to participate effectively in group interaction, an ability
Syaonds, Fercival M., Dynamic Pavchology, Appleton-Century Press, 
Inc., New York, 1949, PP. 394-393.
which results fro® belonging to the group# The studies of Piaget are in
6/ Piaget, Jean, The Moral Judgments of the Child# The Free Press, 
Glencoe, 111*, 1948*
accord with this concept of the acquisition of important learnings and mean­
ings through belonging to the group* Montagu, suggests the struggle or drive 
for belonging when he states that, ,,:*hat man wants is that •»•« dependent 
security, the feeling that one is a part of the group, accepted, wanted, 
loved, and loving.*1 2/ Young recognises the importance of belonging when
V Montagu, Ashley, On Being Human. Herny Schuman, New York, 1951, P* 80.
he states that, ftThe role and status of a person are fundamental to his de­
velopment.11 ^  The ongoingness of the struggle for belonging and its impact
6/ Young, Kimball, Personality and Problems of Adjustment# F* 3. Crofts 
and Company, Mew York, 1947, p* 13&.
upon the individual, with the interplay of the physiological and broader cul-
9/ 10/ 11/tural forces, are developed by Cattell , Linton , and Murphy*.
2/ Cattell, Raymond B., Personality. McGraw-Hill, Mew York, 1950, pp. 
386-450.
Linton, italph, The Cultural Background of Personality. Appleton- 
Century-Crofts, Inc., Mew York, 1945, p. 157*
a /  Murphy, Gardner, Personality. A Biosocial Approach to Origins and 
Structure. Harper k Brothers, 1947, pp. 504-539*
Prescott presents a rather clear picture of the concept of belonging, 
and role playing as a function of belonging: ”The development of the social
self is the development of the self that understands the customs and the
4
codes of the people around the individual, that knows the preferred and 
prestige-giving activities and roles of the social group of which he is 
a part, and develops the knowledge and skill required to play these roles 
effectively •••• He must learn the relatively satisfying values of the 
different roles and must acceot for himself those roles which he is able 
to play in the light of his capacities and attitudes and his experience 
background •••* Belonging depends upon having a common interpretation of 
life and playing effectively roles in an organized social group A
child must have the knowledges and skills to play roles if he is to b© ac­
cepted, and he must be able to conform to the code of the group • One 
learns to become an effective adult not by becoming more adult each day, 
but by functioning effectively In the peer group, by learning the codes of
wthe peer group that change as the group matures*n
12/ Prescott, Daniel A*, Selected Notes from Unpublished Lectures*
II. HSTlEm OF PERTINENT LITERATURE 
Since the recognition, status, and belonging of the individual are 
such significant forces in his development, it is important to study some 
of the factors that may be related to his achievement of each* Evidence 
from research suggests at least five factors which seem to have some rela­
tion to recognition, status, and belonging, and also to role playing, which 
seems to be a function of the other three* These five factors are; (1) 
the family or home experience of the individual, (2) the sex of the indi- 
idu&l, (3) the caste of the individual, (4) the situation in which the in­
dividual finds himself, and (5) age or school grade placement*
I* The family or home experience of the individual as a factor re*
13/lated to status, recognition, and belonging. Syoonda, in his study
12/ Sysaonds, Percival M., The Pathology of Parent-Child Relation­
ships « D. Appl®ton—0sntuiy, New fork, 1939*
of the problem of motional security and its relation to the development 
of personality* found that children who had experienced emotional security 
in the home shoved predominantly social characteristics, while children 
who had not experienced emotional security in the horn© shoved predominant­
ly unsocial behavior.
Brown, Morrison, and C ouch ̂ ^raads a study* to investigate certain
14/ Andrew A * Brown, Joan Morrison, Gertrud© B. Crouch, ?tInfluence 
of Affections! Family Relationships on Character Development,15 Journal of 
Abnormal Psychology. XLII, October, 1947, pp* 422-429*
factors that influence the development of character and .personality. The 
study was based on the hypothesis that character development is deterainad 
by affectional family relationships. The general conclusion of the study 
was that behavior patterns which were related to character and personality 
are to a considerable extent environmentally determined, and that at least 
one of these environmental factors is affections! family relationships.
Other studies have investigated the association between social rela­
tionships and such factor© as; family siae, income of father, place and 
length of residence in the community, religious affiliation, and school 
achievement and intelligence. The father*® income and level of school 
achievement were found to be factors that might be associated with status
6
in children's groups. Religion and family siae (except where family
12/ H* Gerlion Morgan, "Social Relationships of Children in a War— 
Boom Commity,** Journal of Educational Research, December, 1946.
membership was six or more) were round to be factors which seemed to have
jZ / /
little effect upon the individualacceptability by the group. ^
mm "i mriwiiwi«iXmum »im r mnnm ii—  mil mu iffl 'litn iiiiKawwiiiiiriwiTWiniiii
16/ Merl fi. Bonney, nk Study of Friendship Choice® in College in Re­
lation to Church Affiliation, In-Church Preferences, Family Size, and 
Length of Enrollment in College,1* Journal of Social Psychology. 1949# XUX, 
pp. 153—156*
n J  Her! X* Bonney, "Relationship Between Social Success, Family Siae, 
Socioeconomics Home Background, and Intelligence Among Children In Grades 
III to ¥,** Sociometry« 1946, IX, pp. 21-47*
Maas, in his study of the interpersonal patterns among ten-to-
16/ Henry S. Maas, "Some Social Class Differences in the Family Sys­
tems and Group Halations of Pre-and Early Adolescents," Child Develosment. 
Vol. XXXI, June 1951, pp. 145-152.
fifteen—year-old boys and girls in the lower-lower class and in the "core­
culture" (lower middle and upper lower), found that the children from the 
lower-lower tend to become "either a prototype of the bully or an ever-
subasisstlve person," while children of the core culture apparently practice 
a wider range of peer relationships.
2. Sex as a factor related to status, recognition, and belonging. 
Tyron, in her study of three hundred fifty children of grades six,
19/ Caroline Tyron, "Evaluations of Adolescent Personality by 
Adolescents," Mono/era oh Social Research In Child Develoment. Vol. XV, No*
4, Washington, D. C#, National Research Council.
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seven, and nine, found that different standards of evaluation were oper­
ating for adults and children* The purpose of her study was to investi­
gate some of the factors related to the task of maintaining status with 
one’s peers, to determine what children themselves considered "prestige— 
lending11 characteristics and behaviors* The study showed that children*s 
criteria for judging their peers changed from the beginning to the end of 
junior high school, and that at each level of the junior high school there 
were different criteria of social prestige for boys and girls*
Moreno ,^^in his early and extensive study of the structure and dynamics
20/ Moreno, Jacob 1*, who Shall Survive* Nervous and Mental Disease 
Publishing House, Washington, D* C*, 1934*
of social groups, found a difference in iatr&sexu&l and intersexual attrac-
21/tions at the different developmental levels* Jersild and fasch noted
21/ Jersild, Arthur T* and Huih J* Tasch, Children*# Interests* 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1949*
sex differences in terns of children’s statements of their wishes and in 
their comments about their “happiest day**4 Other studies have noted sex 
differences in the behavior of pre-school children and sex differences in 
the behavior of children of elementary school age* ^
22/ George E* Bach, “Father fantasies and Father-Typing in Father- 
Separated Children,” Child Development. 1946, XVII, pp. 63—80*
23/ laBerta A* Haltroick, “Sex Differences in the Behavior of Nurs­
ery School Children,15 Child Development. VIII, 1937# pp* 343-355*
2y  Robert E* Sears, et al, ct of Father Separation In Pre-
School Children* s Doll Play Aggression,” Child Sevelonaent. XVIII, 1946, 
pp. 219-243*
3* Casta as a factor related to status* recognition* and belong­
ing* The contributions of Allison Davis probably have equalled that of 
any other student in human development in helping us arrive at a better 
understanding of the factor of cast© in our social structure* His stud­
ies and reports have been concerned mainly with the broad and general 
factors operating within and as a result of caste differences and simi­
larities as they affect the individual’s personality development* These 
are presented as being so basic and prevailing that one’s whole person­
ality feels their impact* So, on© wonders if role playing as one of the 
facets of personality expression might also be related to and associated 
with these caste forces* ^
25/ Davis, Allison, et al, Deep South* University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, Illinois, 1941*
26/ Davis, Allison and Dollard, John, Children of Bondage* American 
Council on Education, Washington, D* 0*, 1940*
27/Davis and Havighurst,*”̂  in their study of two hundred two mothers,
ZL/ Davis, Allison and R&vighurst, Robert G«, Father of the Han* 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1947*
equally divided as to whit® and Hegro caste, presented findings which add 
to our understanding of social class and cast® differences in child- 
rearing practices* Moreno voted a part of his study to the complex!-
26/ Moreno, o p * cit*. pp* 217-226*
ties arising from th© factor of caste differences in the structure and 
dynamics of groups in our society*
status, recognition* and. belonging* Many studies which set out to in­
vestigate th© roles of leader and/or isolate have found that the situa­
tion in which the behavior occurred was an important factor in the dy—
29/ 3Q/namics of group interaction* The studies of Gibbs, Stogdiil,
3X7and Jennings involved such investigations* Bach of these studies
29/ Cecil A* Gibbs, "Principles and Traits of Leadership,11 Journal 
of Abnormal and Social Psychology* XLII, July, 1947* pp* 26T-2&4*
20/ Ralph M* Stogdiil, #1 Personal Factors Associated with Leader- 
ship. Journal of psychology. XXV, 1946, pp. 35-72.
2i/ Jennings, Helen Hall, Leadership and Isolation. Lon|?aans, Green 
and Co*, lew York, 1950*
arrived at the same general conclusion; that leadership is achieved not 
by th© possession of some combinations of traits, but instead it is al­
ways related to th© situation and aims toward some group goal arrived at 
through a process of mutual stimulation. Jennings states what seems to 
represent the common conclusion of the three studies in this way: *sBoth
leadership and isolation appear as phenomena which arise out of indi­
vidual differences in inter-personal capacity for participation and as 
phenomena which are indigenous to the specific social milieu in which they 
are produced.?<̂ ^J@nnings,2^in a study concerned with the eociomet ry of
22/ P*
33/ Jennings, Helen Hall, Sociometrv in Group Eolations. American 
Council on Education, Washington, D. C., 1948.
children*s groups, Investigated devices for determining children*® choices 
and reasons for these choices* she found that the situation in which the 
choices were mad© was a factor in the process of group interaction.
ID
5* Age or grade placement as a factor related to status* recognition* 
and belonging* Some of the studies mentioned above have included in their 
investigation and findings the age or grade placement of the children as 
a factor related to group interaction#
Tyron ̂ ^found that the children1 s criteria for judging their peers
lkf Ty«sn, op, Cit.
changed from the beginning of junior high school to the end of junior high 
school*
Moreno *^in his study explored the dynamics of group interaction from
35/ Moremo, on* cit#. pp* 23-66*
birth on* As a result of his findings, he postulated what he called the 
"developmental aspects11 of group dynamics* Fro® birth to about twenty to 
twenty-eight weeks was called the period of "organic isolation*1; & time 
when the individual, although in close proximity to others, was fully ab­
sorbed in what he was doing* From about twenty to twenty-eight weeks un­
til about forty to forty-two weeks was called the period of "horizontal 
differentiation**; a time when the individuals began to react to each other, 
beginning first with the immediate neighbor# At about forty to forty-two 
weeks begins the period that was called ftvertical differentiation** % a 
time when there begins to be more prominent members of the group and less 
prominent members of the group* Other divisions mad© by Moreno in his 
discussion of developmental aspects of group dynamics ares (1) the pre— 
socialized period, up to seven to nine years; (2) the first socialized
11
period, from about eight to thirteen or fourteen years; and (3) the second 
socialised period, from about thirteen years on.
Jersild and Tasch ̂ ^found age differences in children’s statement®
26/ Jersild and Tasch. o p . cit.
of their wishes and statements about one of their happiest days. Jennings^/
22/ Jemlnm. o p . cit.
found that the nature of children’s choices within the group changed from 
one grade to another for the grades included in her study.
III. KIFOTKSSES TO BE TESTED AMD STATEHtUT OF THE FBOHLtH 
The findings from the above studies provide some evidence to suggest 
that family or home experience, sex, caste, situation, and age or grade 
placement may be factors which are related to role playing in the group* 
This study accepts these reports as a point of departure. However, it 
seems apropos at this time to look at role playing as a process and as­
pect of human development, and to consider what is meant by ffrelatedt? in 
terms of tills consideration.
Bole playing appears to be a function of the self concept, but for 
this statement to have meaning it is necessary that brief consideration 
be given to the development of the concept of self as interpreted by this 
study to serve as the frame of reference.
The development of one’s concept of self appears to be an ongoing 
process of organising, relating, and integrating experiences wherein the 
individual is both a receptor and an active agent in organising and in­
terpreting his life experiences through time. His role as receptor and
12
his role am aetive agent are determined, in nature and in intensity, by 
the meaning he gives and has given to his backlog of experience a® af­
fected by his potentials, by his place in the life cycle, and, by the 
number and nature of his experiences. He recognises and accepts certain 
elements of a general experience situation on the basis of the "ground 
and field11 residua of hi3 past experiences with their affective content; 
thus through a process of acceptance and rejection and of incorporation 
and reorganisation of elements, the general experience becomes for him 
a unique and individual experience with personal, and private meaning for 
him according to his self organization.22/ 22/ qualitative interpre—
2§/ Plant, James S., The linvelope* The Cansaonwealbh Fund, New York,
1950*
22/ Bonald and Combs, Arthur W», Individual Behavior. Harper
and Brothers, New York, 1949*
tation of these experiences as he sees himself in them provides for him a 
picture of himself - his concept of self.
It appears that one's concept of self is a dynamic process which 
operates and develops through time but which appears to have relative
40/rigidity and consistency at any given moment* There appears to be
40/ Lecky, Prescott, Self-Consistency. The Island Press, Hew York,
1945.
operative at any given moment two processes that are interpreted in the 
light of the "ground and field" of one's life experience; these pro­
cesses are the protection of the integrity of the self (maintenance of 
the self) and the enhancement of the self. The adjustments and behaviors
13
of the individual seeta to be the resultant of these pro ess as at work in 
the situation as the individual interprets it and sees himself in it* It 
is from such a framework that the earlier statement was made: nrole play­
ing appears to be a function of the self concept.** The roles played by 
an individual will be a reflection of the meaning of the situations to 
him and will be selected on the basis of his past experience with the 
roles as a means of protecting and maintaining and enhancing his concept 
of self*
In the light of this interpretation of role playing as the overt re­
sponse of the self to the group situation, it is believed that the five 
factors to be considered are related to role playing in varying degrees, 
since each appears to be one of the forces operative in the individual*s 
ongoing life experiences, and each will have had some impact upon the 
development and expression of the self concept* Some of the factors may 
show direct and clear relationship to rol© playing, while others may 
show no such direct relationship, but instead may be incorporated as on® 
of many factors impinging upon the development of the self concept with­
out showing simple cause—effect relationship to role playing*
Use studies referred to above suggest the possibility that family 
or home experience, sex, caste, situation, and age or grade level may 
be factors related to role playing* This is not to suggest that all 
necessarily show the same relationship, either in degree or nature, but 
it is suggesting that each appears to be a significant factor in the de­
velopment of the self concept, and thus may be related to role playing, 
the expression of the self in the group situation* This study is in­
terested in investigating the nature and degree of relationship each of 
the five factors shows to role playing.
u
Eighteen roles are identified and considered in relation to the five 
factors to be investigated in the study* These roles are defined and illus- 
trated in Chapter II, pages j/7 - 44; however, a brief glance at these roles 
at this time seems in order: (1) director, tells others what to do and
how to do it; (2) bully, secures recognition or participation by threat­
ening or intimidating others; (3) initiator, suggests new procedures, the 
idea man; (4) clarifier, explains and interprets group purposes; (5) morale 
builder, reinforces confidence, supports ideas; (6) mediator, arbitrates 
disputes, reconciles differences; (7) catalyzer, stabilizes group through 
implicit behavior; (8) sust&iner, emotionally identifies with leader, 
group cause is secondary; (9) clown, provides humor and is tolerated and 
to some degree accepted by group because of wit; (10) nurturer, aids and 
comforts others; (11) attendant, an apprentice, follows constructively 
and cooperatively; (12) imitator, follows in a routine way, copies or imi­
tates another; (13) subverter, stimulates interest but group cause is im­
material, motivated by self-interest; (14) rejectee, induces negative 
social response in others, is denied relationship with members; (15) 
fringer, is on periphery of group; (16) isolate, is ignored by others, 
apparently non-existent; (1?) scapegoat, focus of aggressive energies of 
others, receives blame of others; and (18) dependent, seeks mothering and 
sympathy*
A review of these roles suggests that a wide variation exists be­
tween many of them in tenns of their operation In the dynamics of group 
interaction* Some of the roles seem to suggest active and participation 
in the group; the roles of director, bully, initiator, and clown fall 
into this category* Other roles seam to suggest passive and non-aggressive 
participation in the group; the roles of attendant, imitator, rejectee,
isolate, fringer, scapegoat, and dependent fall into this category* Soaae 
roles seem to suggest more as a constructive force or factor in the group 
processes and possibly less in terms of aggressiveness or non-aggres sivenass 
the roles of clarifier, morale builder, mediator, catalyaer, sustain®r, and 
rrurturer belong to this category* The role of subverter suggests partici­
pation in the group that is disruptive of the group processes and that 
may or may not be particularly aggressive*
This study is interested in exploring the five factors of (1) family 
or home experience, (2) sex, (3) caste, (4) situation, and (5) age or 
grad® level as each may show relationship to role playing in terms of the 
above aspects or characteristics of the individual roles * The study is 
based upon the hypothesis that each of the five factors is related in some 
degree to role playing, since each is a significant force in the develop­
ment of the self concept. The details of the five-fold hypothesis in 
terms of the degree and nature of the relationship of each factor to role 
playing follows:
Family or horn# experiences The family or home experience as used in 
this study is of three types; (a) no experience with a physical break in 
family membership and no evidence of having experienced a degree of warmth 
in interpersonal family relationships, referred to as the ”no break” 
group; (b) experience with a physical break in family membership and no 
evidence of having experienced a degree of warmth in interpersonal family 
relationships, referred to as the ”break” group; and (c) no experience 
with a physical break in family membership and evidence of having ex­
perienced a degree of warmth in interpersonal family relationships*
If the data for this study are such as to provide accurate informa­
tion concerning the three types of family or home experience, each group
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should represent a difference in f and Ip or home experience for the chil­
dren. The family or home experience of the child is one of the basic 
and primary factors in the process of the development of the self con­
cept. Variations, then, in family or home experience should be reflected 
bp variations in role playing, since role playing is the overt expres­
sion of the self concept in a group situation. The three types of family 
or home experience included in this study represent variations of exper­
ience in toms of emotional climate of the home and in terms of consist­
ency in the family constellation*
The “harmony*1 group appears to represent the most favorable family 
or home experience for the children. In this group there is evidence of 
the children having experienced an emotional climate in the home that 
should foster arid enhance a favorable orientation to the world and to 
his operation in the world. In addition, having experienced no physical 
break in family membership, the children of this group have not had to 
interrupt the even tenor of their developmental processes by having to 
adjust themselves to the loss or absence of a member of the family con­
stellation. It is expected then that children of this group would tend 
to play the more positive and assertive roles and roles that would scum 
to be associated with the more stable organisation of the self processes. 
and not to be associated with the more negative and disruptive roles.
The lfbreakn group appears to represent the least favorable family 
or home experience for the children. Children of this group have ex­
perienced a physical break in family membership, and in addition there 
is no evidence t© indicate that they have experienced any degree of 
warmth in family interpersonal relationships • 'Ms group, it seams, would 
have experienced more disruptions, more blocks, and more threats to the
17
smooth operation of the processes operative in their development of self 
than would be true for either of the other groups* To the extent that 
this is true for the "break" group, it is expected that children of this 
group would tend to play roles that are associated with a less stable 
self organisation, roles that possibly represent extremes in terms of 
aggressiveness and passiveness, roles that possibly are more self- 
centered and less group centered, or roles that possibly suggest tenta­
tive experimentation •
The "no break15 group appears to represent an in—between group in
terms of the nature of the family or hose experience* In this group
the children have not been confronted with the problem of adjusting to 
the loss or absence of a member of the family constellation, and there 
is no evidence to indicate that they have experienced a degree of warmth 
in the interpersonal family relationships• This group, then, seems to 
share something with each of the other groups, and the roles associated 
with this group should reflect this sharing* It is expected, then, that 
the roles associated with the "no break" group would tend to vary from 
the more positive and stable roles to the more passive and unstable 
roles*
The hypotheses of this study concerning the family or home exper­
ience as a factor related to role playing are:
1* Hie family or hosie experience of children will influence the
roles they play in their peer groups
a* Children from homes evidencing "harmony” will 
differ significantly from children in "break1* 
and "no break" groups in the greater evidence 
of their playing roles of: director, clarifier,
morale builder, catalyzer and attendant* These 
roles suggest confident and positive behavior, 
which may or may not be aggressively expressed, 
as a reflection of the favorable balance of 
family or heme experience of the child*
18
b* At the same time children from homes evi­
dencing "hansony" will differ significantly 
from these same groups In the lesser evi­
dence of playing roles of: bully, clown,
imitator, rejectee, isolate, scapegoat, and 
dependent, which suggest passive arid non­
constructive participation in the group*
c. Children from homes evidencing "break” will 
differ significantly from children in "harm­
ony" and "no break” groups in the greater 
evidence of their playing roles of: bully, 
imitator, nurturer, isolate, scapegoat, and 
dependent* These roles suggest fearful, 
thwarted, and non-constractive behavior, 
which may or may not be aggressively ex­
pressed, as a reflection of the unfavorable 
balance of family or home experience*
d. At the same time children from homes evi­
dencing "break” will differ significantly 
from these same groups in the lesser evi­
dence of playing roles of: director, clari- 
fler, morale builder, mediator, catalyser, 
sustainer, and initiator, which suggest con­
structive participation in the group*
e* Children from homes evidencing "no break” 
will differ significantly from children in
"break" and "harmony” groups in the greater
evidence of their playing roles of: init­
iator, rejectee, aubverter, and sustainer*
These roles suggest an "in and outness" in 
terms of group participation, possibly an 
experimental behavior, as a reflection of 
a family or home experience that is not 
weighted heavily either favorably or un­
favorably.
f • At the same time children from homes evi­
dencing wno break1* will differ significantly
from, these same groups in the lesser evi­
dence of playing roles of: director, elari-
fier, morale builder, mediator, catalyzer, 
and isolate, which suggest either strong con­
structive participation or disruptive non­
constructive participation in the group*
Sex: One of the ongoing important developmental tasks of the in­
dividual is that of learning the sex role. Important learnings, which 
carry significant loads in terns of reward and punishment, accompany the 
process of developing as a boy or as a girl; these learnings involve
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behaviors that ar© accepted and approved by the culture for the particu­
lar sex* The individual in his life experiences is continually confronted 
with these appropriate sex behaviors, and how he handles them is an im­
portant indication of the development of his self concept* As a result 
of this process of developing as a boy or as a girl, the self concept 
of each is the process of organising and relating experiences as a boy 
or as a girl*
Hole playing for the boy is an expression of his self concept as a 
male operating as a receptor and as an active agent in his experiences* 
Hole playing for the girl is an expression of her self concept as a fe­
male operating as a receptor and a® an active agent in her experiences*
It is believed, then, that sex is a factor related to role playing* It 
is expected that the roles associated with boys will be different from 
those associated with girls to- the extent that the former will reflect 
more aggressiveness of a physical nature than the latter. The differ­
ence likely is not so much in degree of aggressiveness or participation 
as it is in the manner by which each is expressed.
The hypotheses of this study concerning sex as a factor related to 
role playing are;
2* The sex of children will influence the roles they play in their 
peer group;
a* Boys will differ significantly from girls in the 
greater evidence of their play roles of; bully 
and clown, which suggest aggressiveness of a 
physical nature in participation in the group.
b* Girls will differ significantly from boys in the 
greater evidence of their playing roles of; 
nurturer, sustainer, and subverter, which do not 
suggest aggressiveness of a physical nature in 
participation in the group*
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c. Boys and girls will not differ significantly' in 
playing th© remaining roles, as these roles do 
not suggest any degree of aggressively physical 
participation*
Castes In our United States culture, one of the major problems 
confronting our society, and confronting the individual in his process 
of develojMent, is the caste differences that are operative* The segre­
gation of the castes as it exists, the slow movement toward soma inte­
gration (much by precept but little in practice), and the rigidity of 
caste lines create for the individual serious problems in the process 
of his development* The apparent differences that exist in family or 
home experiences, in the timing of a variety of experiences, and in the 
opportunities each caste can foresee for the future are differential 
factors that have impact upon the individual’s development of his self 
concept in each caste*
Role playing, as an expression of the self concept in the group 
situation, should reflect some of these differences in the life exper­
iences within the two castes* More striking differences in role play­
ing probably would be noted if this study considered heterogeneous cast© 
groups instead of considering only the same caste group situations* In 
this study role playing Is the reflection of the white child as he sees 
himself operating in the white peer group, and role playing for the Negro 
child will be a reflection of how he sees himself operating in. the Negro 
peer group. Because of the nature of the differences in th© ongoing 
life experiences within the two cast«% it is expected that th© Negro 
children ar© associated with roles which represent the extremes of ag­
gressiveness and submissiveness, while th© roles associated with white 
children are expected to be more representative of all degrees of parti­
cipation*
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The hypotheses of this study concerning caste as a factor related 
to role playing are:
3* The caste of children will influence the roles they play in 
their peer groups
a. Negro children will differ significantly from 
white children in the greater evidence of their 
playing roles of: bully, imitator, subvert©r,
scapegoat, and dependent, which suggest the ex­
tremes of aggressiveness and submissiveness in 
participation in the group*
b* »hite children will differ significantly from 
negro children in the greater evidence of their 
playing roles of: director, clarifier, mediator,
catalyzer, and attendant, which suggest neither 
extreme aggressiveness or submissiveness.
4* Situation: The situations considered in this study are of two
types, referred to as ^Situation Ais and "Situation "Situation A"
compares role playing in the work group with role playing in the play 
group* ’‘Situation Bn compares role playing in the same sex group with 
role playing in the heterogenous sex group*
It is believed that the movement from one situation to the other, 
in either "Situation A** or ’’Situation Bu, means a new experience for 
the whole individual, different kinds of involvement of the self con­
cept. This suggests that different relationships, different activities, 
different codes, and different goals may confront the individual which 
he must interpret, relate, incorporate, integrate, and to which he re­
acts in terms of his self concept as he sees and interprets it in the 
new situation* Thus, it is expected that in the situational comparisons a 
wider range of roles are involved than has oeen true of the former fac­
tors considered. It is possible that a direct and significant relation­
ship exists between the situational factors and role playing. Any 
association of certain roles with a specific situation that is observed
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may throw some light on the meaning of the roles as the child sees them, 
since role playing represents the self*s reaction to the new and changed 
conditions •
The extent to which these expected results are observed depends upon 
th© degree to which a change in situations represents a new and different 
experience for the individual# It may be that in some classrooms the 
play group and the work group are so similar that a change from one to
the other is unnoticed by the child* Or, it may be that at certain age
or grade levels no significant change is involved in moving from the same 
sex group to the heterogenous sex group* This is merely asserting that 
on@fs reactions to these changes in situation are a result of his exper­
iences through time and with th© situations •
Th© hypotheses of this study concerning situation as a factor re­
lated to role playing are:
4* The situation will influence the roles children play in their 
peer groups
a* The roles children play In the work group will
differ significantly from those in th® play group in 
th© greater evidence in the work group of the roles 
of: imitator, subverter, and dependent, which
suggest a more authoritative situation wherein 
group goals can be and are subordinated to indi­
vidual goals* There will be lesser evidence in the 
work group of the roles of reject ee, fringer, and 
isolate as th© authoritarian control will not per­
mit them.
b* The roles children play in the play group will 
differ significantly from those in th© work group 
in the greater evidence in the play group of the 
roles ofs director, clarifier, morale builder, 
mediator, catalyzer, and attendant, which suggest 
a more child-centered situation wherein group 
goals are of major importance since contributions 
to them aid the individual goals.
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c. The roles children play in the same sex group 
will differ significantly from the roles played 
in the heterogenous sex group in the greater 
evidence, in general, of the same roles for the 
same sex group as for the play group, and the
same roles for the heterogenous sex group as
for the work group*
Age or grade lewis The development of the self concept is an on- 
going process of organizing, relating, and integrating life experiences.
Since this development is an ongoing process, the self concept of the in­
dividual must be considered in terms of where he is in the life cycle.
The self concept of the child of eight is not expected to be comparable 
to the self concept of the youth of eighteen} each must be interpreted 
in relation to his developmental level. For most children, age or grade 
level is a general, although not accurate, indication of developmental 
level. A marked change in developmental level suggests the probability 
of a change in role playing.
It is believed that age or grade level is a factor related to role 
playing to the extent that the change in age or grade level represents a 
change in developmental level. It is believed that this relationship be­
comes more noticeable as the span between th© age or grade levels is in­
creased. It may not be possible to observe such relationship from th© 
data used in this study, since the change in role playing may consist of 
the development and refinement of the same roles rather than the playing 
of different roles.
The hypotheses of this study concerning age or grade level as a 
factor related t© role playing ar© as follows:
5* Th® age or grade level of children will influence th© roles they 
play in the peer groups
Although there will be a significant difference 
in the role playing of children at different age 
or grade levels, there seem, to be no clues at th© 
present time to indicate that there are roles 
which will be in greater evidence at a higher or 
lower grade level* If any evidence of this nature 
is observed, an attempt will be mad© to explain 
it on the basis of the construct previously de­
veloped concerning role playing as a reflection 
or expression of the processes involved in the 
development of the self concept*
It is believed that if any roles ar© in greater 
evidence at a higher or lower grad© level, such 
findings will serve as a clu© to th© nature of 
th© roles as they ar© interpreted by children.
It is believed that the degree of significant 
difference in the role playing of children at 
different age or grade levels will increase as 
th© difference in age or grade level is increased 
and decrease as the difference in age or grad© 
level Is decreased.
CHAPTER II 
EETTBI0 Ur THE RESEARCH POE STUDY 
I
SOURCE OF DATA
The data for this study are obtained from the tabulations made by
M /Caldwell in his research project which investigated the social be*
41/ Charles G. Caldwell, ”Social Behavior, Social Holes, and Play 
Patterns of Children Studied by Teachers in a Child Study Program11, Un­
published data on file with Institute of Child Study, University of Mary­
land, hereafter referred to as ^Research Project”*
havior, the social roles, and the play patterns of children who were 
studied by teachers participating in a program of child study*
Caldwell analysed three thousand thirty case study records of white 
children and one thousand eighty case study records of Kegro children* 
Each record was analysed and tabulated in terms of th© information it 
contained concerning the social behaviors, the social roles, and the play 
patterns of the child as recorded by the teacher. In his analysis and 
report of findings, Caldwell considered only th© social behaviors of the 
children* He grouped the social behaviors into nine types? (1) affilia­
tion, (2) nurturance, (3) aggression, (4) dominance, (5) succoranee, (6) 
deference, (7) recognition, (S) autonomy, and (9) rejection. His con­
clusions were as follows:
1. Th® manifestation of these nine forms of social behavior differ 
with the sex, grade level, and caste of the children whose records were 
analysed.
2. Th© social interaction of children with persons and groups 
differs with the sex, grade level, and caste of the children whose rec­
ords were studied.
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3* Negro children interact more frequently at an earlier age with 
peers of the same sex, sex groups, hetrosexnal group, and adults and 
parents than whit® children*
4* The whit© boys exhibit more aggressive and autonomous behavior 
than white girls* The girls, however, exhibit more affillative, nutu— 
rant, succorant, deferent, and recognltlve behavior than white boys*
5* bhite girls interact more frequently with teachers than white
boys*
6. Negro boys and girls, represented by the study, differ less in 
their manifestations of the nine forms of social behavior defined in the 
study than whit© boys and girls*
7* The younger Negro boys and girls differ less in their social 
behavior than older Negro boys and girls*
8* The younger white and Negro boys and girls differ more in their 
social behavior than older white and Negro boys and girls*
42/ Charles G* Caldwell, f*Th© Social Behavior of Children Studied 
by Teachers In a Child Study Program,** Unpublished Doctor’s Thesis, 
University of Chicago, August, 1951, pp* 296—298*
Ac stated above, Caldwell’s report is concerned with an analysis of
th© social behavior of children as revealed in their case study records*
The tabulations of Caldwell also included the play patterns of children
as observed and recorded by the teachers in the case study records* A
study is now in progress which uses th© tabulations to investigate the
relation of sex, caste, and grade placement to th© developmental sequence
43/of children’s play patterns
42/ Olive Renfroe, ”A Study of Developmental Sequence of Play Be­
havior of Children as Revealed in Anecdotal Records of Children,ft Study 
now in Progress, Institute for Child Study, University of Maryland*
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This study is concerned with the social roles children play in their 
peer group and is interested, therefore, in only the tabulations of the 
role playing behaviors as described in the case study records included 
in Caldwellts project* However, certain factual information was obtained 
for each child whose record was included in the four thousand one hundred 
ten records. A copy of Caldwell*s check sheet pertaining to this factual 
information contained in each of the four thousand one hundred ten case 
study records is presented on page twenty-eight»
Caldwell used additional check sheets to tabulate the descriptions 
of social behavior, of play patterns, and of role playing that were de­
scribed in the case study records. As stated above, Caldwell*© analysis
and tabulations of descriptions of social behavior and play pattern© are
44/ 45/considered in other studies and are not a part of this study, this
Caldwell, op. clt. 
k5/ Renfroe, op. clt.
study is concerned only with Caldwell’s tabulations of descriptions of role 
playing behavior that appeared in the records. Copies of his chock sheets 
for tabulating descriptions of role playing behavior appear on pages twenty 
nine and thirty.
In the vertical column on the left of these check sheets are listed 
the types of role playing behavior j each type is listed three times, fol­
lowed respectively by the letters t.CU, P.O., and F.C* These letter© in­
dicate In each instance one characteristic of th® group situation la which
Case Ho% 
Card Mo.
5. Sex: (l)Male; (2)Female 5.
6. Grades (1)E; (2)2; (3)4; (4)8 6*
?. Age: (l)Xcmnger; (2)01dcr 7*
8* Region: (l)Texas; (2)Louisian&; (3)Haryland; (4)East.
Shore, tM.; (5)Atlantic City; (6)^ash., i)« C. ©•
9* Caste: (l)Megro; (2)».hite 9*
10. Class: (l)Upper Middle; (2)Low«r Middle; (3)lower 10*
11. School Organization: (l)Qm grade per room; (2)Two or
more grades per roan 11.
12* Visible Physical Disability: (l)none or no infonrntion;
(2)slight; (3)severe 12.
13* Mo* of older siblings in home: (l)none or no information;
(2)one; (3) two or more 13*
14* Sex of next older sib: (l)none or no information; (2)Kal@;
(3)Fmal® 14.
13* Mo* of younger siblings in home: (l)none or no information;
(2)one; (3)two or more 15*
16. be-x of next younger sib; (l)none or no information;
(2)Kal«; (3)Fefaale 16.
17* Shift© or breaks in family membership; (l)none; (2)death
of mother; (3)death of father; (4)®oiher ab­
sent from home; (5)father absent from home;
(6)chilci living with relatives or in institu­
tion 17*
18* Strength of affection between parents, and or harmony in
home: (l)no information; (2)some harmony;
(3 )considerable harmony 18 *
19* Possession of pets; (l)none or no information* (2)one?
(3)two or more 19*
Mote: Copied from check sheets used by Caldwell in his
"Research Project".
20 • Director , V; *G. 
21*Director,P.G* 
22•Director#F.C. 
23 .Bully, « • G.
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th© role playing behavior occurred and are interpreted as follows s WG9 
th© work group? PG, the play group? and FC, the friendship clique* The 
persons or groups with whoa the child was interacting in hie role play­
ing behavior are listed horizontally? the persons or groups listed are 
younger child (YC), older child (QC), peer of the same sex (P-SS), peer 
of the opposite sex (P-OS), same sex group (3G), heterosexual group (HxG), 
and heterogenous sex group (HgG).
.Each case study record included in Caldwell's research project was 
analysed and tabulated on the basis of the factors appearing on pages 
twenty-eight, twenty-nine and thirty of this study. Caldwell
clipped these check sheets (plus the check sheets for social behavior 
and play patterns which are not a part of this study) together to form 
his complete tabulation analysis of each record. ‘These tabulations of 
his ar© the source of data for this study* The case study records from 
which the tabulations were made are referred to in this study only to 
verify, or to clarify, or to illustrate some statement that seems to need 
additional consideration (see pages 45 * 5?)* Hereafter in this study 
where the term tabulation is used, it will refer to th© assembled and 
grouped check sheets which Caldwell filled out for each of his case study 
records.
Limitation of the Data, this study uses as its source of data tabu­
lations from, data included in the anecdotal case study records of school 
children written by teachers participating in a child study program. K&ch 
case study record has one child for its subject and covers one school year 
in time. The material included in the records is drawn primarily from, 
six sources?
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1* Cumulative records? Practically all school systems have as a 
part of the permanent record of each child in attendance pertinent back­
ground information which is added to year after year. This background in­
formation often will include the following data about the child? age, grade, 
acadendc achievement, standard test results, school attendance, height and 
weight measurements, record of illnesses and immunizations, physical de­
fects, and facts concerning the family and the family constellation.
2. Home visits and parent contacts? The techniques and skills in­
volved in making home visits and in parent-teacher conferences serve as 
one of the discussion topics in the group meetings of teachers participat­
ing in a child study program. Teachers participating in the program are 
encouraged to make one or more home visits during the school year. From 
such visits and conferences, information may be obtained which is diffi­
cult to get from any other source, information pertaining to parental 
opinions, attitudes, values, and ambitions, and ways of handling the 
child.
3. Other teachers or other adults in the schools In utilizing this 
source of information, participants ar© cautioned against hearsay or in­
validated statements and against an approach that might injure or jeop­
ardize the child being studied. Usually this source of information is 
explored in the informal bi-monthly group meetings of the participants.
In the sharing of information in the group, additional information about 
the child being studied is often obtained from members of the group who 
know the child or his family and who see hi® in situations different from 
those available to the recorder.
4. life space of the child? Participants in a child study program 
are encouraged to visit the neighborhood in which the child lives so that
they may he able to see the physical and social environment in which th® 
child lives and has his experiences• A suggestion of th© impact a child’s 
life space has upon hi® can sometimes be obtained by having the child de­
scribe the impressions he received on his way to and fro® school and by 
having hi® describe some of his week-end experiences.
5* Direct observation; A major portion of the case study record 
written by a teacher participating in a child study program consists of 
recorded observations of the child’s behavior. Participants in a child 
study program are encouraged to observe the child in many varied situa­
tions and to record such observations specifically, objectively, and com­
pletely. The number of recorded observations varies from record to record 
however, it is usually recommended that a minimum of three observations 
be recorded each week.
6. Creative expressions; Original poems, theses, essays, composi­
tions, drawings, and paintings comprise this source of information about 
the child. These forms of creative expression may be based upon actual 
experience; they may be imaginative; they may be interpretations of the 
writing or drawing of others. It is usually suggested to the participants 
in the program that the creative expressions of the child be inserted in 
the case study record in the proper time context. Most of the partici­
pants in a child study program are not trained to make analyses in depth 
of such creative expressions, but much information concerning the child’s 
interests and attitudes may be revealed to th© participants untrained in 
projective techniques.
The above explanation suggests that the anecdotal case study records 
represent extensive and varied descriptions of the children in many dif­
ferent situations. They wore not written for th© purpose of supplying
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data to be used In a statistical study of some specific aspect of behavior 
or development, and consequently may lack the sharpness and coverage that 
data gathered for a specific purpose might have, however, the general ob­
jective which served as the basis for the development of the records, that 
of observing and describing any behavior as a step toward a better under­
standing of children, seems to offer some validity for a statistical study 
in that there is less likelihood of bias toward a preconceived objective 
to guide the selection of the behavior to be described or to color th© de­
scriptions of the behaviors included in the record* The findings of this 
study are presented as limited conclusions in terms of the general and 
non—specific nature of the data used.
At the tin© Caldwell began ids research project approximately ten
46/ Caldwell, Charles G., "Research Project11.
thousand case study records had been submitted to the Institute for Child 
Study of the University of Maryland fay public school systems participat­
ing in a child study program. These case study records were written by 
teachers from school systems in Texas, the Plate of Maryland, the City of 
Baltimore, Atlantic City, N w  Jersey, Washington, Dm C*, and Louisiana. 
Caldwell included in his research project all the records in ’the files of 
the Institute which met the following conditions:
1* Grade levels Case study records of children, (boys and girls, 
whit© and Kegro) in th© kindergarten, the second grade, the fourth grade, 
and the eighth grad© were included in the research project.
2. Age distributions In order to avoid any distortion due to ex­
cessive acceleration or retardation, the following age limitations for 
each grade were adopted for his research projects kindergarten, only
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records of five^ear-old children were nsod| seconcl grad©, canly records 
of seven-end ©.i.^ii-jcar^oM children were uoedj fourth grad®, only rec­
ords of nine-end ten-year-old children •were txeed} and eighth grade, only 
records of thirteen-end fo&nrteen^o&r—old children were used#
3. Tear of the study s the child study program, is mi inservic© 
training program which is designed to continue for three years. Since 
the first year of th© program Is designed to develop skills of objective 
observation and recording of data, and th© second year of th® program 
phasiaes the six area fraaework based ipm the scientific prlBcipL m  un­
derlying bunan growth and development, Caldwell W assumed that the
hi/ Charles a. Caldwell, "'The Social Behavior of Children Studied 
by fsacners in a Child Study Program*, Unpublished Doctor1® Thesis, 
University of Chicago, August, 1951, p. 52.
records developed, by second and third year participants would be more ob­
jective and broader in scope than the records of first year participants. 
A pilot study of two hundred records :mde by Caldwell preceding his In­
vestigation tended to support this assumption. Mershon provided addi­
tional support for this assumption in terns of second year records when, 
as a result of her findings, she could state that second year records in 
general arc more objective and wider in scape than first year records.-^
hSf Uadelainc Xershon, *Cbang© in Records fad© by Teachers During 
Two Tears in a Child Study i5rogram,lt (unpublished Doctor *a thesis, 
University of Chicago, August, 1950), p. 119 and pp. 1?6—185.
In his research project, Caldwell used only case study records pre­
pared by teachers in the second or third year of the program, Of the four 
thousand one hundred ten records analysed by Caldwell, tirlrty-slx. per cent
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(X#495 records) were second year records, and sixty—four per cent (2,615 
records) were third year records♦
There were no case study records of negro children in the kinder- 
gar ton included in the ten thousand records available to Caldwell when he 
began his research project# Consequently, there are no tabulation from 
such records in the source of data for this study* Since this study has 
as one of its purposes that of comparing the factor of caste as related 
to the roles children play in their peer group, only tabulations from 
case study records of white and Negro boys and girls in the second, fourth, 
arid eighth grades are included*
tince this study uses Caldwell*& analysis tabulations as its source 
of data, the categories used in his tabulations, the instrument used in 
making his analyses, his tabulations, and his definition of terms are ac­
cepted for this study* Caldwell tested the objectivity of the instrument 
used in his analyses by having three trained judges in addition to him­
self tc categorize independently a selected sample of the data. The
mean percentage of agreement with himself for all judges and all cate-
49/gories mbs eighty-four percent.
£2/ Ibid., pp. 58-62.
_ ^
KiTHCD Of SAMPLING AND GROUPING OF SAMPLES
This study uses only a selected sampling of Caldwell’s tabulations 
from his four thousand one hundred ten records. Only tabulations from 
case study records of white and negro boys and girls of the second, fourth, 
and eighth grades are used in this study® As stated above, the family or 
home experience of the children is one of the factors to be investigated
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in this study, and the family or home experience may be (1) no physical 
break in family membership, (2) a physical break in family membership, and
(3) harmony in the home (see pages 54 - 57). The sampling procedure for 
this study is based upon these three types of family or home experience.
Three groupings of tabulations serve as the organizing framework for 
the sampling from the source of data for this study. These three group­
ings correspond to the types of family or home experience mentioned above 
and are referred to as (1) the no break group, (2) the break group, and
(3) the harmony group (see Definition of Terms, pages 54 - 57). For each 
sex and caste of each grade included in the study, three groups of forty 
tabulations each were selected? forty in the no break group, forty in the 
break group, and forty in the harmony group. Table I, page 38, presents 
trie plan for the grouping of the samples for this study*
One of the items checked for each case study record by Caldwell was 
called nshifts or breaks in family membership" (see item 1?, page 28).
This item was broken down into six parts so that the actual check for 
this item would indicate the nature of the physical break as revealed by 
the information contained in the case study record. The six parts of this 
category were: (1) none, (2) death of mother,(3) death of father, (4)
mother absent from home, (5) father absent from home, and (6) child living 
with relatives or in an institution (item 17, page 28).
Another factor checked for each case study record by Caldwell was 
called "harmony in the home" (see item IS, page 28). This factor was 
broken into three parts: (1) no information, (2) some, and (3) consider­
able. A case study record, checked as (1) under this category meant that 
the record contained no information pertaining to harmony in the home.
The numbers (2) and (3) of this category represent an ascending continuum
TABLE I









2 Mai® White 40 40 40 120
2 Female White 40 40 40 120
2 Male Negro 40 40 40 120
2 Female Negro 40 40 40 120
4 Kale White 40 40 40 120
4 Female White 30 36 36 108
4 Male Negro 40 40 40 120
4 Female Negro 40 40 40 120
a Hal© white 40 40 40 120
a Female White 40 40 40 120
8 Male Negro 40 40 40 120
8 Female Negro 40 40 40 120
Total for each Group 476 476 476 1428
* NOTEs For an explanation of thirty-six instead of forty 
tabulations for each group of whit® girls of th© 
fourth grade see page 42*
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in ter-ms of harmony in the home# A case study record, checked as (2) un­
der this category meant that the record contained information which sug­
gested some degree of warmth in the Inter-personal family relationships*
A case study record checked as (3) under this category meant that the 
record contained information which suggested a considerable degree of 
warmth in th# inter-personal family relationships (see Definitions of 
Terns, pages fifty-four and fifty-five.)
In order for tabulations to meet the requirements of Group One (the 
no break group), It was necessary for the® to hm chocked IT (1) and 13 (1) 
on the check sheet reproduced on page twenty-eight of this study* Thus all 
tabulations of Group On© (no break group) were from case study records 
which contained information indicating (1) that there had been no break 
in family membership arid (2) that there was no evidence of warmth in th© 
inter-personal family relationships*
In order for tabulations to sect th® requirements of Group Two (the 
break group), it was necessary for them to be checked either (2), (3),
(a), ($)9 or (6) tinder item 17# and. checked 13 (1) on the check sheet re­
produced. on page twenty-eight of this study. Thus all tabulations of Group 
Two (break group) were .from records which contained information indicat­
ing (1) that there had been a break In family membership and (2) that 
there was- no evidence of warmth in the Inter-personal family relation­
ships.
In order for tabulations to meet the requirements of Group Three (the 
harmony group), it was necessary that they be checked 1? (1) and 13 (2)
or 18 (3) on the check sheet reproduced on page twenty-eight of this study. 
Tiros all tabulations of Group Three (harmony group) were from records which
contained information indicating (1) that thers bad been no break in fam­
ily i^mhorshlp and (2) that there m s  evidence of a degree of warmth in 
the Inter-personal family r©lati<xiships* Moat of the tabulations in this 
third group were checked 13 (2)* indicating evidence in the records of 
moderate warmth in the inter-personal family relationships* There were 
no more than ten tabulations in the four hundred seve&ty-Bix records 
represented in Group three that were checked 18 (3)* indicating the high­
est level of warmth in int@r-p©rsoral family relationships*
In summary* then9 the sampling procedure of this study had for its 
aim that of setting up tlireo groups of forty tabulations each for each 
sex and caste for each grade included in. the study (see Table 1, p* 38)* 
Each group of forty tabulations must represent case study records that 
satisfied two conditions« Tabulations in Group One (no break group) mmt 
be from records tli&t show (1) no break in family taenberghip' and (2) no 
evidence of warmth in inter—personal family relationships* Tabulation© 
in Group Two (break group) must be from. records that show (1) a break in 
family maahership and (2) no evidence of w&mih in inter-personal family 
relationship©, Tabulations in Group Three (harsopy group) mist be from 
records that sheer (1) no break in family membership and (2) evidence of 
warmth in. intor—personal family relationships • Tabulations from any ©as© 
study records that failed, to meet th© requirements of either Group One, 
Group Two, or Group Three were excluded from this study*
Caldwell i§/ jjj hi© research project placed all the tabulations fra
>0/ Gh&rlea G,
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the records of children of the same grade, caste, sex, and geographical 
source in separate groups, regardless of the number of tabulations in any 
one group* For example, all the tabulations from the case study records 
of second grade white boys of Texas were placed together in one group. 
Similar groupings were made for each sex and caste of each grade of each 
geographical region.
The sampling for this study began with the second grade white boys.
All of Caldwell*s tabulations for white boys of the second grade from all 
geographical regions were divided into three groups. In one group were 
placed all tabulations of records which met the requirements of Group One 
of this study (no break group). In the second group were placed all tab­
ulations of records which met the requirements of Group Two of this study 
(break group). In the third group were placed all tabulations of records 
which met th® requirements of Group Three of this study (harmony group).
The total number of Caldwell*® tabulations In each of the three 
*
groups (on basis of above separation) for white boys of the second grade 
was noted. The first tabulation of each group was selected. Thereafter 
a regular sequence of selections and omissions was followed so that the 
desired forty tabulations would have been chosen by the time the entire 
group had been gone through. For example, the total of Caldwell*s tabu­
lations of records meeting th® requirements of Group One of this study might 
be one hundred twenty? beginning with the first tabulation, and thereafter 
every third tabulation, selections were made which would result in forty 
tabulations for Group One of this study for white boys of the second grade. 
The tabulations for other groupings of this study followed the same gen­
eral procedure, except that consideration was made for equating other var­
iable factors included in Caldwell* a analysis of the records ? these other 
variable factors are noted below.
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Two factors which were checked for each record in Caldwell's analysis 
were geographical source acid socio-economic class (see page 28)* In order 
to avoid any weighting for any group of this study that might result from 
these factors of geographical source and socio-economic class* the samp­
ling procedure for this study attempted to establish a fairly even dis­
tribution among the various tabulation groups on the basis of these two 
factors. Table II* pages 43 and 44* present® a detailed breakdown of each 
group of this study in terns of geographical source and socio-economic 
class. As indicated in Table II* negro case study records were available 
to Caldwell from only two geographical sources: (l) the State of Mary­
land and (2) Louisiana*
Th© sampling procedure for this study set out to establish three
groups of forty tabulations each for each sex and caste of each grade
included in the study (see page 38)* This sampling objective was achieved
for each sex and caste of each grade except for white girls of the fourth
grade* It was found that the source of data for this study, Caldwell’s
tabulations of four thousand on© hundred ten case study records, contained
too few tabulations of records of white girls of the fourth grade to make
possible the selection of forty tabulations for each of the three groups
on the basis of the sampling procedure that had been adopted for this
study. As a result, thirty-six tabulations were selected for each group
for white girls of the fourth grade (see Table I, page 38)* This study,
then, used tabulations from one thousand four hundred twenty—eight case
study records of th® four thousand one hundred ten case study records




DISTRIBUTION OF RECORDS IN TERMS OF SOURCE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CLASS 
Explanation;
No Break: Tabulations indicate no evidence of a break in family membership*
Break 2 Tabulations indicate evidence of a break in family membership*
Harmony : Tabulations indicate evidence of a degree of warmth in family
relationship•






















































9 I Boys White 
No Break
4 24 6 3 3 0 40 7 32 1 40
2 II Boys White 
Break
6 19 8 4 3 0 40 4 35 1 40
2 III Boys White 
Harmony
7 17 6 4 6 0 40 13 2? 0 40
2 Boys White 
Total
17 ^0 20 11 12 0 120 24 94 2 120
2 I Girls White 
No Break
5 19 9 4 3 0 40 11 15 14 40
2 II Girls White 
Break
5 22 4 4 5 0 40 4 28 8 40
2 IXX Girls White 
Harmony
5 19 5 7 4 0 40 15 20 5 40
2 Girls White 
Total
15 Zo 18 15 12 0 120 30 63 27 120
2 I Boys Negro 
No Break
0 19 0 0 0 21 40 9 17 14 40
2 II Boys Negro 
Break
0 19 0 0 0 21 ;40 13 17 10 40
2 III : Boys Negro 
Harmony
0 19 0* 0 0 21 40 15 16 9 40
2 Boys Negro 
Total
0 57 0 0 0 63 120 37 $0 33 120
2 I Girls Negro 
No Break
0 20 0 0 0 20 40 15 15 10 40
2 II Girls Negro 
Break
0 19 0 0 0 21 40 12 18 10 40
2 rn Girls Negro 
Harmony
0 16 0 0 0 24 40 24 9 7 40
2 Girls Negro 
Total
0 55 0 0 0 45 r 51 42 [27 120
TABLE I I  (Cfcm tiim ed)
So cio-Sconoiaic 
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US
before closing thi© discission on L̂aathod of Sapling and Grouping 
of Samples#** one additional factor pertaining to the sampling fear this 
study should be considered* Tabulations falling into Group 'Two {break 
group) of this study' war# checked by Caldwell either 17(2), 17(3)# U(k)$ 
17(5).# or 17(6) on the chock sheet reproduced on page twenty-eight of this 
study* In the sampling process# no discrimination was made in terms of 
the nature or type of physical break in family nembershipj that is, all 
tabulations by Caldwell that has been checked either 17(2)# death of 
fatheri 17(3), death of mother! 17(h)9 mother absent frota hoa»! 17(5)# 
father absent from hooei or 17(6)# child living with relatives or in an 
Institution# were placed in the group from which tabulations for Group 
Two of this stuc^ war# selected* After sampling for Group Two for this 
study had been completed# an investigation was mad© to determine the 
frequency distribution of the types of family break far all Group IWo*s 
used. Table 111# page 1|6# shows the result of this investigation* Table 
III shows that in the sampling process a fairly' even distribution was 
achieved when the Group Two*® were compared with each other# although the 
distribution within each Grmip Two was weighted toward items 17(5) and 
17 (6) s father absent from hosas (5)# and child living with relatives or 
in an institution (6)*
III
defiiiitioh or i m m  used in the study
Caldwell identified and defined eighteen types of role playing
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behavior by children in the peer group* Sine® the tabulations made by 
Caldwell provided the source of data for this study* his definitions of 
the eighteen types of role playing behavior are used* In analysing the 
case study records, Caldwell tabulated each description of role playing 
behavior in the peer group in accordance with the definitions he had 
formulated; h© um d th.ru© trained judges to verify the objectivity of 
the instrument used in his research project*
Caldwell1 m definition© o f th e eighteen types of role playing
behavior identified by him. follow* In order to clarify each definition, 
this study investigated some of the case study records used in Caldwell9 & 
research to find illustrations of each role playing behavior* Following 
each definition, there is an anecdote copied from an original case study 
to illustrate th© role defined*
Director* Child who directs and dominates activities of others; tells 
other children what to do and how to do it* Examples
'•After Jan© (fourth grade girl) finished her lunch, 
most of the others had finished also, she noticed quite 
a few crumbs that had been dropped -* twenty pupils had 
brought their lunch* Jane got the broaa and began sweep-, 
lag, talking m  whe did* 9J#an aove that hmm board; 
you’re not doing anything; and m&m the chairs out of
1 the way* Joe, you take the chairs up front to the table**
•When Jan© had swept the dirt an far m  th© door, 
no:m o f the boy© were coming in to get a drink* ’For 
goodness sake, donf.t walk in th© dirt; stay out or stay 
in. Kancy, cosae help ?m take up this dirt*’*1
Bally* Child who secures compliance by threatening o r intimidating
others* Example*
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"Nelson complained that Louis (Grade 4) was fight­
ing on the playground and getting up a gang to start 
fights* When questioned about the disturbance, Louis 
said, ’I wasn’t fighting or getting up gangs* I have 
made a list of people that are fun to play with* I 
have a list of some people you can’t trust so I was 
just separating them into groups* It is more like a 
game*’ n
Initiatort Child who Initiates group activity* suggests new pro­
cedures; the idea man* Examples
"I asked Yvonne if she would see if the third grade 
had finished some work I had put on the board* She 
brought one paper to me and said, f I have shown Richard 
how to make some capital letters on his paper* Was it 
all right to help him?1 n
Clarifiers Child who clarifies group codes and purposes, explains 
and int©rprets• Example*
"The ’meatballs" which consists of only four mem­
bers came in and asked me for a conference* I (teacher) 
granted them the conference. All four boys (eighth 
grade) came running in just a few minutes after the bell 
rang and took seats just in front of my desk* Stan rose 
from his seat and said, ’Mrs* S., we the ’meatballs’ have 
decided to make you an honorary member of our club* ’
With that statement, he handed me a copy of their con­
stitution* I looked at the other three boys, and they 
were grinning broadly at Stan* I accepted their deci­
sion without hesitation. Stan, then, began to explain 
to me the privileges of an honorary member*"
Morale Builders Child who reinforce® confidence, supports ideas, 
sympathize®• Example s
"The junior class had sponsored an assembly pro­
gram* The program was just over and everyone was 
busy collecting material® when M pushed himself into 
the crowded little room, and stood looking around*
When noticed, he was asked, ’What do you want M?f 
M replied, ’I just wanted to recommend (220) you on 
your program* ’ «
Mediators Child who resolves conflicts; impartially reconciles
differences; arbitrates disputes* Examples
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"During the planning period the children became 
engaged in a heated discussion about the next project 
for the group* Some of the children wanted to work on 
the industries and resources of the local cossaunity; 
others wanted to work on state and national resources*
After several minutes of further discussion, with the 
eoBHients becoming more pointed and sharp on the part 
of both sides, Ann (eighth grade) spoke up and said,
’shy canft we do both? Let’s have one group working 
on the ways people make a living in (Marne of town) and 
others working on the resources and industries of 
(Name of state).’
"After a brief discussion of Ann*a suggestion, the 
group accepted it and began to make plans for each group."
Catalyzer; Child who stabilizes group through implicit behavior; 
welds group together without apparently doing anything* Examples
"Today the entire group seemed inattentive, rest­
less, and difficult* They could not get started on 
anything, nor could they agree on anything to do.
Finally, Ellen (fourth grade) said, ’Hiss J., may 1 
start a mural on the story of t rans port at ion? * Re­
ceiving an affirmative answer, Ellen began her work, 
and gradually one after another became interested in 
it until at least ten children were actively helping 
by giving suggestions, helping to draw, color, etc."
Sustainer; Child who emotionally identifies with leader; response 
is primarily emotional; group cause is secondary; serves to inflate ego 
of leader. Example:
"Joe (grade four) is about the best ball player 
in the room* Sometimes he seems to show that he 
knows he is the best ball player in the group. To­
day Joe had made one or two poor plays. Finally he 
tried to make second base of a batted ball and was 
called out. He seemed angry and argued about the 
umpire’s decision; he threatened to quit playing.
Sam, who is not a very good player, cam© to Joe’s 
defense and said, ’If Jo© quits, I quit too.’ Neither 
played the remainder of the period."
Clown: One who provides humor; incites merriment; is tolerated and
to some degree accepted by group because of wit. Examples
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"Hugh had to go to music class again* Ha led 
the procession* As soon as he was far enough away 
from my (teacher*s) door, he began to walk as fast 
as he could, stamping and looking back at the others* 
then about half-way down the hall, he fell sprawling 
to the floor *?f
Nurturers One who "mothers*' other children; aids and comforts 
them* Example:
mA safety patrolman from this room transferred to 
another school today, so an election was held to fill 
his place* Four boys were nominated and went out of 
the room while votes were to be counted* One boy was 
voted on, and then Ted (fourth grade) jumped up and 
said, *Let?s all vote for John* He thinks nobody likes 
him*T The next two names were voted on, then John, and 
he won by a large majority. Ted said, f0h boy, I want 
to see the look on his face when he comes In.*
11John does not play with the other boys at recess 
but sits on the swings or wanders aimlessly about* He 
was practically overcome with surprise at winningthe 
safety patrol election, went around beaming all day, 
and said at noon, #I sura am glad I won the election** n
Attendant 2 Child who shares confidence and secrets of leader; 
understands role of leader, an apprentice; follows constructively and 
cooperatively; has potentialities of leader, ambitions and alert. Ex­
ample:
**I (teacher) met Handy in the hall this morning 
before school. He said, *Good morning, Mr. S. May 1 
have a confab with you after school this afternoon?
I can*t stay long or my folks will punish me** He 
cam® in after school and told a® this: fAfter think­
ing it over, I think I had better not have the confab 
for it is against the rules of our club to ask advice 
of adults* 1*11 talk it over with the members of the 
club arid maybe 1*11 talk to you later*fJ*
Imitators Child who copies or imitates behavior of another; fol­
lows in a routine way; lacks initiative but is capable of persistent 
effort and sacrifice. Example:
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”The children were jumping rope during play time*
John (second grade) did. not want to jump at first, and 
X (teacher) let him watch the others for awhile® Soon 
he said he would like to try* He did not manage very 
well* After several attempts, he jumped three times 
without missing* He was stiff and awkward, failing to 
jump when the rope was at his feet. He did try and 
seemed embarrassed when he missed.
11 (Two weeks later) John can now jump rope very 
well* He seems happy about it. He told me he had 
been practicing at home.’*
Subvert er; Child who desires leadership position; successfully 
stimulates general interest, but group cause is immaterial; is moti­
vated by self-interest. Example;
nl sent Jo® (fourth grade) to another room, to 
carry a message. Jhen he returned, the class was 
reading a story silently. He went to his seat, pulled 
out one book, put it on the floor with a bang, and 
pulled out another book, then looked around at the 
children* Finally, he pulled out his reader and put 
it on top of his desk with a loud bang, flipped the 
pages, looked around the room, flipped more pages; 
and when five or six children finally looked up at 
him, he began reading silently.”
Rejectess One who induces negative social responses in others; is 
denied relationship with members or participation in group activity. 
Example:
”Bobby told me (teacher) that Howard marked on 
his paper. I asked Howard if he had marked Bobby’s 
paper; he said, ’Ho ma’m, he marked on my paper, and 
I said I was going to tell you; then he made marks 
on his own paper and told you I did it.’ Several 
children sitting near Howard and Bobby said, ’Howard 
is right; Bobby marked on both papers.’ Bobby (sec­
ond grade) seemed upset by the comment of the other 
children.”
Fringers One who induces, on occasion, limited positive or nega­
tive social responses in others; is on periphery of group. Examples
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nDuring the valentine party at school* Robert 
seemed little interested in his valentines• He did 
not get many, and he got up often and wandered around 
looking at those of other children. Later, as we 
stood in line to go down to the cafeteria, one of the 
little girls passed Robert* H© spoke out clearly,
HRhoda, you have on a very pretty dress* * Rhoda 
looked at him in such amazement that he shuffled his 
feet and gave the boy in ahead of him a poke in the 
ribs* (Second grade)#**
Isolates One who produces no social response in others5 is ignored 
by others; apparently non-existentj a spectator of group activity perhaps 
but unnoticed by group* Examples
lsThe children were on the playground and none 
chose Mary (grade four) for any of the games. Dur­
ing the period, Mary stood watching but didn’t break 
into any of the games or take part in the fun*
w(A few days later) At noon it was too cold 
for the children to go outside. They wanted to play 
fDog and the Bone** One of the boy® asked to b© 
leader. He was to ask a child to be the dog. Each 
time a child was to be chosen, the children would 
raise their hands frantically, hoping to be chosen.
At the beginning of the game, Mary was waving her 
hand energetically'; she would smile and stand up in 
order to be seen* Each time some child was chosen, 
but not Mary* About the same number of girls were 
chosen as boys* Toward the end of the period, Mary 
would rise to her feet but would lean against her 
desk with a languid expression* There was no smile, 
and she did not raise her hand. She seemed to have 
abandoned all hope of being chosen*ft
Scapegoats One who uow&rr&ntedly (sic) receives the blame of others; 
focus of aggressive energeis of others; is used to drain off frustration 
either within or outside the group* trample:
“Today I saw .sobert (grade four) chasing two 
boys around the room during lunch hour. I stopped 
the three of them; told, them to sit down* vrhen I 
asked the reason for such behavior, Robert was so 
angry that I could not understand M s  language.
Th© other two boys war© just smiling and said, fWc 
were just teasing Robert.’ 15
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Dependent; One who seeks mothering, protection, sympathy, aid* 
Examples
"We were preparing to leave school for our egg 
hunt* Eoddy (second grad®} came up to me and said
with a heavy scowl on his face, fI hope 1 find some
eggs this year* Last year I went to an egg hunt and 
didn*t find a one* My mother told me to look up on 
the roof* 1 looked and saw some, hut I asked her 
how I was going to get them because I couldn*t reach 
them** As he told me this he wrung his hands* Eoddy 
continued, *My mother said I ought to be able to get 
them* rhile I was trying to figure out how, my cousin 
came along and jumped up and got the eggs* Bit he 
divided with me when my mother asked him to*f "
As stated earlier, the data for this study were organised into 
three groups for each sex and caste of each grade included in the study 
(see Table I, page 3$)* Each group of tabulations, except for white 
girls of the fourth grade, included tabulations from forty case study 
records; the three groups for white girls of the fourth grade included 
tabulations from thirty-six case study records each (see pages >3 and
32)* The terms used to designate each of the three group® indicate
the primary variable factor of each group* The names given to the 
three groups are; (1) Group One, <‘no break11; (2) Group Two, ft break*5; 
and (3) Group Three, "harmony1* • These terms win be used to designate 
the respective groups throughout the study and are interpreted as 
follows 5
Ko break; "No break** refers to the group of tabulations for this 
study that are from case study records which indicate (l) no physical 
break in the membership of the child*s family, and (2) no evidence con­
cerning the degree of warmth of the inter-personal family relationships 
(see page 40)* Only physical breaks in family membership were considered; 
psychological breaks were not considered* The no break groups represent
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children who have not experienced a ’’broken home” caused by death of 
father or mother, or absence of father or mother, or child living with 
relatives or in an institution# In addition, the case study records of 
these children provide no information concerning the emotional climate 
of the home in terms of inter-personal family relationships • Wherever 
the term ”no break1’ is used in this study, it will refer to the groups 
of tabulations whose case study records meet these two requirements*
irgajc: ’’Break” refers to the group of tabulations from case study
records which indicate (1) a physical break in the membership of the 
child’s family, and (2) no information concerning the degree of warmth 
of the inter-personal family relationships • Only physical breaks in 
family membership were considered; and the nature of the physical break 
may have been any one of the following; (1) death of mother; (2) death 
of father; (3) mother absent from home; (4) father absent from home;
{$) child living with relatives or in an institution* The break groups 
represent children who have experienced a ’’broken home” • In addition, 
the case study records of these children provide no information concern­
ing the emotional climate of the home in terms of inter-personal family 
relationships. Wherever the term ’’break” is used in this study, it will 
refer to the groups of tabulations whose case study records meet these 
two requirements*
Harmony; ’’Harmony’* refers to the group of tabulations from case 
study records which contained information indicating (1) a positive de­
gree of warmth in inter-personal family relationships, and (2) no physi­
cal break in family membership* The harmony groups represent children 
who have not experienced a "broken home”* In addition, the case study 
records of these children indicate experiences with family sharing, with 
members of the family doing things together, with members of the family
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having common interests, and with Mextended family*1 interests* The gen­
eral ^overaHness*1 of the case study records as they revealed such inter­
personal family relationships was the basis for placement in this category* 
Uhereverthe tern "harmony*1 is used in this study, it will refer to the 
groups of tabulations whose case study records meet these two requirements 
(see page 40)* A few brief and concise statements from, two case study 
records falling in the harmony group are given to illustrate the basis 
for such categorisation*
From the Case Study Record of Hay
"Ray said, *£very day my father takes me out to 
Bordenfs and buys me ice cream**
wRayf* daddy * phoned home and told them all about 
the explosion that occurred in town*
nEay and his daddy play ball in the yard at home*
The family plays ping-pong in the home* Some­
times his mother and his daddy play* The family also 
plays croquet in the back yard at times*
11 All the family went out to the channel for a 
boat ride together*
11All the family helped Eay*s Grandma move* *Nearly 
all my aunts, uncles and everyone was at my house this 
morning* *
*Rayfs daddy came for him early to take him for an 
alrpi&h# ride*
All the family went to a church party together*
11 Ray said, *Guess who brought me to school? %* 
brother-in-law* * n
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From the Case Study Record of Henry
"The p&renis had a party in the home* Hemy 
participated.
"Henry *s daddy came to school for hi® on a cold
day*
"Henry*s mother is at home when Henry comes from 
school in the afternoon*
"Henry went with his daddy in the country*
"Henry and his mother like to have a garden* 
Sometimes Henry*s daddy helps in the garden*
"The parents took Henry to a neighboring city.
"Henryf® mother prefers to have him at home to 
running wild, * even if he and his friends damage the 
house some*
tsHenry*s daddy came to school for him after school*
"Henry and his parents went to a neighboring town 
for several days*
"Hetuy*® daddy came t© school for him when Henry 
was ill*
"Henry talks about his parents and what the three 
of them do together.
"Henry likes to visit his grandparents with his 
parents•
CHAPTER I I I
ORGANIZATION A&B TOEATHSHT OF DATA
This study set out to investigate the validity of certain hypotheses 
concerning the relationship between five factors and the roles children 
play in their peer group (see Chapter 1, pages 15 - 22)* These hypotheses 
are to be tested on the basis of data obtained from the case study records 
of children written by teachers participating in a child study program*
The method this study uses to test the validity of the hypotheses 
(to assess or determine association or relationship) is to develop con­
tingency tables of role playing behaviors for the variable factors com­
pared and to check the null hypothesis by use of Chi Square* When the 
value of Chi Square for any role is so large that chance factors alone 
can be responsible for it only five out of a hundred times, this study 
assumes that the variable factor is related to th© role* This study, then, 
accepts a value of Chi Square equal to or greater than th® *05 proportion 
as necessary to refute the null hypothesis*
An additional result is noted in considering the contingency tables* 
If the value of Chi Square for an individual is between the .05 and *10 
proportional and its frequency, therefore, is due to chance factors less 
than ten but more than five out of a hundred times* It is believed the 
us® of the term ,vrole sensitivity” is an aid in arriving at the relatively 
dynamic qualities of the various roles*
In order to develop contingency tables to be used in this study in 
making comparisons and in checking the null hypothesis, a frequency dis­
tribution table of role playing behavior is made for each group of each 
grade of the study* These frequency distribution tables are mad© by
referring to the check sheets which indicate th# nuzsber and nature of de­
scriptions of role placing behavior appearing in each record (see pages 
tworrty-nino and thirty) and which are a part of the tabulations fear each 
record* The information from these check sheets are transferred and group­
ed into a frequency distribution table of role playing behaviors for th© 
group* fable 17* -pages fifty^nin® and sixty* is a composite table showing 
the frequency distribution of role playing behaviors for each group of each 
grade of the study*
In fable IV* pages fifty—nine .and sixty* it is noted that th© frequency 
for sob© role playing behaviors is snail* in many instances less than five. 
Since it is not unusual to have the frequency of some roles less than tan* 
¥at©.fs ^correction for continuity" S$/i* used in arriving at the value of
55/ Snedocer* Ocorg© W** Statistical Methods* Th© lows State College
bresii * :iv’Ui j x -■*.* i* ^. u*:,3»
„>Xe in Ibcb than ten.
As stated ear Her ( pages 15 - 2h$ th© five factor© to be investigated 
in terns of their relationship to the role© children play in their peer group 
are (1) family or hose experience* (2) sex* (3) caste* (h) situation in which 
role playing behavior occurs* and (5) age or grade placement (grades two* four* 
and eight)* The first fair of these factor© operate within a school grade* 
and comparison© to test possible relationships of these factors to role play­
ing behavior are mad© between groups of the &m.ie grade* Th® fifth factor is 
concerned with school grad® placement and* therefor®* involves cross-grade 
comparisons; these comparisons are considered in. detail later (sea pages 
seventy* seventy—one and seventy—two)*
Einety-six contingency tables for each grade were established to investi­
gate the relation between the first four factors mentioned above and th© roles 
children play in their peer group* These ninety-six contingency tables were
TABLE IV
distribution of Bole Playing Behavior for Each Group of Each Grade
Explanation of Columns:
Grades grade fcv©# four, or eight as indicated 
Sex: Hi boys; £s Girls
Castes wj white; Ks negro
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factor, or different aspect© of the same factor. Table 7 pages sixiytwo 
to sixty-five lists th© ninety® ix contingency tables used in taaking coeiimri- 
sons for each grade| the nine divisions of the ninstyeix contingency tables 
are indicated in Table V, pages sixtytwo to sixty£iv@.
DivisMon I of the contingency tables Includes twelve tables* The coja— 
parisone of this divisions arc concerned with the factor of family or ham  
«3Cperlonco of the children. In this division, each group of tabulations for 
each sex and caste of each grade (see pages sixty two to sixty—five) is com­
pared with the two other group® of tabulations for the same mmx and oasts of 
the Bwm grade. For example, for whit© boys of the second grade. Group one 
(no break group) is compared with the Group* two (break group) and also with 
Group Three (harmony group )j then Group two (break group) is compared with 
Group Three (har&oay group). Similar comparisons are aade for ©ach m x  
and caste of each grade included in the study, fro® the comparisons made 
in division I of the contingency tables, th© factor of family or hose ex­
perience of the children is investigated, as it relates to the roles child­
ren play in their peer group in all situations in terms of the hypotheses 
stated on pages fifteen to twenty four.
Divisions II, III, IT, and Y of the contingency tables are concerned 
with the family or home experience of the children as related to the roles 
they play in their poor group in specific situations. Divisions I is also 
concerned with the family or horns experiences of the children as related 
to th© roles they play in their peer group, but Vm consideration is a 
broad and general one and not confined to specific situation®. In Divis­
ions IX, III, 17, and 7, t lm  family or home experiences of the children 
as related to role relaying behavior in four situations in which th© behav­
ior occurred are investigated, Th© four situations are (1) work group,
(2) play group, (3) sane sex group, and (h ) heterogenous sex group.
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TABLE V
COKTIHG^CT TABLES FOE TESTING EELAflO^HIP
Explanation of Columns:
Table No*: Each contingent numbered, the same for each grade*
Sex: M, boys; £, girls*
Castes w, ’white; N, Negro; WN, whit© and Negro*
Variable Factors: Groups in which role playing is being compared*
Division I, Family or Home Experience in all Situations
Table Sex Caste Variable Factors
1-1 H *¥* Boles in 15 no break” group with roles in “break1* group
1-2 M II Boles in nm  break” group with roles in "haraopy” group
1-3 M w Holes in "break” group with roles in “harmony1* group
1-4 F t? Boles in nno break” group with roles in "break” group
1-5 Va ii Boles in uxm break” group with roles in "hamony" group
1—6 P a Boles in "break” group with roles in "harmony” group
1-7 K N Hole® in "no break” group with roles in "break" group
1-8 M N Roles in "no break” group with role® in "harmony" group
1-9 M N Holes in "break” group with roles in "harssony" group
1-10 F N Holes in "no break” group with roles in "break?* group
I-U F N Holes in "no break” group with roles in "harmony" group
1-12 F N Role® in "break” group with role® In "hanaony1* group
3i vision II, Family or Home Experience Factor in work Group Situation
II-l M No break group and break group, WG situation
IX—2 M W No break group and harmony group, WG situation
II-3 M w Break group and harmony group, WG situation
II-4 F w Ho break group and break group, WG situation
II-5 F a No break group and harmony group, WG situation
II-6 F & Break group and harmony group, >,G situation
II-7 M N Ho break group and break group, WG situation
11-8 M M No break group and harmony group, WO situation
II-9 M K Break group and harmony group, V G situation
11-10 F N No break group and break group, WG situation
Il-U F N No break group and harmony group, WG situation
11-12 F N Break group and harmony group, iG situation
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TABLE ¥ (Continued)
Division III, Family or Heme Experience Factor in Play Group Situation
Table No* Sex ]Caste | Variable Factors
III-l M k | Mo break group and break group, FG situation
III—2 M b i Mo break group and harmony group, PG situation
XXX-3 H V* Break group and harmony group, PG situation
XXX-4 F F'.. Mo break group and break group, FG situation
III—5 F Vi No break group and harmony group, PG situation
XII-6 F W Break group and harmony group, FG- situation
IXI-7 M i Ko break group and break group, PG situation
II1-B H N Ho break group and harmony group, PG situation
XXI-9 M K Break group and harmony group, PG situation
111-10 F K Ho break group and break group, PG situation
ixx-n F N Ho break group and harmony group, PG situation
XIX-12 F H Break group and. harmony group, PG situation
Division XV, family or Horn© Experience Factor in Same Sex Group Situation
■wnw**?•
IV-X M P; | Ho break and break groups, same sex group
IV-2 H Vi Mo break and harmony groups, same sex group
IV-3 M ft Break and harmony groups, mmm s«§x group
IV-1 F Vi Mo break and break groups, same sex group
IV-5 F & Mo break and harmony groups, same sex group
IV-6 F y% Break and harmony groups, same sex group
XV-? M M Mo break and break groups, same sex group
IV-8 M N Mo break and harmony groups, same sex group
IV-9 K M Break and harmony groups, same sex group
IV-10 F M Mo break and break groups, same sex group
IV-11 F H Mo break and harmony groups, same sex group
XV—12
< i i. i
F n Break and harmony groups, same sex group
TAEL2 ¥ (Continued)
Division V, Family or Home experience Factor in Heterogeneous Sex Group Situation
"able Mo. Sax Caste farlable fficiors
¥-1 M i\ Mo break and break groups, heterogeneous sex group
¥-2 tsri Wo break and harmony groups, heterogeneous sex group
v-3 H V. Break and harmony groups, heterogeneous sex group
¥—4 F Mo break and break group, heterogeneous sex group
¥-5 F 'it No break and harmony groups, heterogeneous sex group
V-6 F W Break and harmony groups, heterogeneous sex group
¥-7 M K Mo break and break groups, heterogeneous ©ex group
¥-6 M H Mo break and harmony groups, heterogeneous sex group
Y-9 M M Break arid hanaosiy groups, heterogeneous sex group
¥-10 F 14 No break and break groups, heterogeneous sex group
¥-11 F h No break and harmony groups, heterogeneous sex group
¥-12 r U Break and harmony groups, heterogeneous sax group
Division VI, Bex as a Factor
VI-1 MF 'i Boys and girls - ho break group, Group One
VI-2 1 MF iA Boys and girls - Break group, Group Two
VI-3 MF !* Boys and girls - Harmony group, Group Three
: VI-4 MF M Boys m d  girls - Bo break group, Group One
VI-5 MF K Boys arid girls - Break group, Group Two
VI-6 MF K Boys and girls - Harmony group, Group Three
Division ¥11, Cast© as a Factor
VII-1 I! WN whit® and Negro boys, No break group, Group One
VII—2 M V ; K Khite and Negro beys, Break group, Group Two
vil-3 M wvN White and Bagno boys, Harmony group, Group Three
VIl-4 F WN Whit© and Negro girls, Bo break group, Group On©
VII-5 F Vffi White and Negro girls, Break group, Group Two
VII-6 F WM White and Negro girls, Harmony group, Group Three
TABLE V (Continued)
Division VIII, Situation A - Work Group and Flay Group
'able Mo» Sex | Caate Variable Factors
v m - i  ̂* ti W WG and ?G, Ik> break group, Group OneVII1-2 K v, ■«■ WG and FG, Break group, Group Two
VIII-3 M W m and PG, Harmony group, Group Three
VIIX-4 F V; m and PG, K© break group, Group One
VII1-5 F tV rtG and PG, Break group, Group TwoVlIX-6 f W WG and PG, Harmony group, Group Three
vxii-7 K N WG and PG, Uo break group, Group OneVIII-S M If WG and FG, Break group, Group Two
VIII-9 M K and PG, Hamony group, Group Three
VIIX-10 F K WG and PG, !i© break group, Group Onev m - u F 1 WG and PG, Break group, Group TwoVIII—12 F M ;,G and PC, Harmony group, Group Three
Division IX, Situation B — Same Sax Group and Heterogeneous Sex Group
IX-1 M SG and HG, ho break groups, Group One
IX—2 M SO and HG, Break groups, Group Two
IX—3 M V SG and HG, Kazraony groups, Group Throe
IX-4 F tv SG and HG, ho break groups, Group One
IX-5 F u SG and HG, Break groups, Group TwoIX-6 F w SG and HG, Harmony groups, Group Three
IX-7 M N SG and HG, ko break groups, Group OneIX-6 H I: SG and HG, Break groups, Group T m
IX-9 M K SG and HG, Harmony groups, Group ThreeIX-10 F K SG and HG, Ho break groups, Group One
IX-11 F K SG and HG, Break groups, Group TwoIX—12 F S SG and HG, Harmony groups, Group Three
Division II of the contingency tables consists of twelve tables and 
is concerned with the relation of the family or home experiences of th© 
children to the roles they play in the work group situation* In this divi­
sion, tabulations of the role playing behaviors that occurred in the work 
group situation for Group On© (th© no break group) are compared, with th© 
same tabulations for Group Two (the break group) and with the same tabula­
tions for Group Three (the harmony group) for each sex and caste of each 
grad© in the study* For example, in grade two, the role playing behaviors 
that occur In the work group situation for Group On© of the white boys are 
compared with the role playing behaviors that occur In the work group sit­
uation for Group Two of the white boys; a similar comparison is made for 
Group On© and Group Three, and one for Group Two and Group Three is mad©*
In the same manner, three such comparisons are mae for th© white girls, 
for the Negro boys, and for the Negro girls of grade two* The same com­
parisons are made for each sex and caste for grades four and eight. From 
the comparisons made in Division II, the factor of family or home exper­
ience is investigated as it relates to the roles children play in the work 
group in light of the hypotheses stated on pages fiftŝ r. to twenty-four 
of this study*
The same procedure in making comparisons is followed in Divisions III, 
I?, and V of th© contingency tables as that followed in Division II* Fach 
Division consists of twelve tables, and each is concerned with th© rela­
tion ©f th© family or home experiences of th© children to th© roles they 
play in their peer group in a specific situation* Division III is con­
cerned with the play group situation, and within the framework of this 
study investigates the family or home experience as a factor related to 
role playing in the play group on the basis of the hypotheses stated on
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pages fifteen to tereniy-four Division I? is concerned with the smm sex 
group situation, and within the framework of this study investigates the
factor of family or hone eoQ>eri©nce aa it relates to role placing in the 
same sex group in. terns of the hypotheses stated on pages fifteen to 
teenty-four*
Blvision 7 is concerned with the heterogenous sex group situation, 
ami within th® framework of this study, Investigates the factor, of family 
or home experience as it relates to role playing in the heterogenous sex 
situation in terms of th© hypotheses stated on pages fifteen to twenty** 
four.
Division 71 of the contingency tables includes six tables and is con­
cerned with the factor of sex of the children. In this division, tabulat­
ions for boys and girls of similar groups of each casta of each grade are 
compared. In grade two, for example. Group One (the no break .group) for 
white boys is compared with Group One for white girls | Group two (the break 
group) for white beys is compared with Group Two for white girls| and Group 
Thro® (the harmony group) for white boys is compared with Group Three for 
white girls. Similar comparisons are made for the Negro boys and girls of 
grad© two. The same comparisons are made for white boys and girls and for 
Negro boys and girls of grades four and eight, from the comparisons made 
in Division VI of the contingency tables, the factor of m %  is investigated 
as it relates to the roles children play in their peer group in terms of the 
hypotheses stated on pages fifteen to twenty-four, of this study.
Division ¥11 of the contingency tables includes six tables and is con­
cerned with the factor of caste (white and Hogro) of the children. In this 
division, tabulations for white ami Negro children of similar .groups of each 
sex of each grad® are compared. In grade two, for ©sample, Group One (th® 
break group) for white boys is compared with Group One for
Negro boys; Group two (the break group) for white boys is compared with 
Group two for Negro boys; and Group three (the harmony group) for white 
boys is compared with Group three for Negro boys. Similar comparisons 
are made for the white and Negro girls of grade two* The same casts com­
parisons are made for grades four and eight* From the comparisons made 
in Division VII of the contingency tables, th® factor of cast# is investi­
gated a© it relates to the roles children play in their peer group in terms 
of the hypotheses stated on pages fifteen to twenty-four*
Divisions VIII and II of the contingency tables are concerned with 
the situation In which th# role playing behavior occurred. Th# check 
sheets (pages 29 - 30) included in the tabulation for each record not only 
indicate the number and type of role playing behaviors described in the 
record, but also indicate the situations in which the role playing behav­
ior occurred. Provision is made for each role playing behavior described 
in th# record to be checked in terms of two situations* It is checked as 
occurring In either the work group, the play group, or the friendship 
clique; and It is also checked as occurring in ©Ither the same sex group 
or th# heterogeneous sex group (other columns were included on th# check 
sheets, but all checks were found to be in one or the other of the above). 
In terms of the work group, the play group, or the friendship clique, at 
least ninety per cent of the descriptions of rol© playing behavior are 
checked as occurring In either the work group or th# play group. Since 
the play group and th® friendship clique are interpreted to be more close­
ly related to each other than either is to th# work group, the few checks 
that appear in th# friendship clique category are included with the play 
group for purposes of comparison.
Division VIII of the contingency tables includes twelve tables and 
is concerned with the situation in which the role playing behavior oc­
curred as a possible factor related to the roles children play in their 
peer group* The situations compared in Division VTXI of Table V are the 
work group situation and the play group situation* The role playing be­
haviors that occur in the work group situation for each group of each sex 
and caste of each grade are compared with the role playing behaviors that 
occur in the play group situation for the seme group. For example, in th© 
second grade, the role playing behaviors that occur in the work group sit­
uation for Group One (the no break group) of white boys are compared with 
the role playing behaviors that occur in the play group situation for 
Group One of white boys. In the same manner, the work group situation is 
compared with the play group situation for Group Two (the break group) and 
for Group Three (the harmony group) of white boys of the second grade. 
Similar situational comparisons are made for each sex and each caste of 
each grade included in the study# From the comparisons made in Division 
VIII of the contingency tables, the factor of situation (work group com­
pared with play group) is investigated as it relates to the roles chil­
dren play in their peer group in terns of the hypotheses stated on pages 
fifteen to twenty-four.
Division II of the contingency tables Includes twelve tables and is 
also concerned with the situation in which the role playing behavior oc­
curred as a possible factor related to the roles children play in their 
peer group# The situations compared in Division II of fable V are the 
same sex group situation and the heterogenous sex group situation# Th® 
role playing behaviors that occur in th® same sex group situation for 
each group of each sex and cast® of each grade are compared with the role
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playing behaviors that occur In the heterogeneous sex group situation for 
the same grade* For example, in the second grade, the role playing behaviors 
that occur in the same sex group situation for Group On© (the no break group) 
of white boys are compared with the role playing behaviors that occur in the 
heterogeneous sex group situation for Group One of white boys. In the same 
manner, the same sex group situation is compared with the heterogeneous sex 
group situation for Group Two (the break group) and for Group Three (the 
harmony group) of white boys of the second grade* Similar situational com** 
parisons are made for each sex and cast© of each grad© included in the study* 
From the comparisons made in Division 11 of the contingency tables, the factor 
of situation (same sex group compared with heterogeneous sex group) is in­
vestigated as it relates to the .roles children play in their peer group in 
terns of the hypotheses stated on pages fifteen to twenty-four*
CROSS-GHAQS COMPARISONS
The fifth hypothesis of this study states that sfthe age or school grad© 
placement (grades two, four, and eight) of children is related to the roles 
they play in their peer group (see pages 15 - 21)« Twelve contingency tables 
are set up to test this hypothesis. Since the hypothesis concerns school grad© 
placement as the only factor to be investigated, the roles checked for all 
three tabulation groups for each sex and caste of each grade are combined to 
form the frequency distribution tables that comprise the twelve contingency 
tables that are used in answering the questions wDo©s the age or school 
grad© placement of whit© and Negro boys and girls have any rdation to the 
roles they pl&y in their peer group for grades two, four and eight?.fi
To illustrate the procedure followed in developing the frequency dis­
tribution tables, from which the twelve contingency tables of Table ?I arc
TABLE V I
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOE CE03S-GEABE COMPARISONS

























































































made, reference is made to Table IV, pages \?-60 • In Table IV are listed 
the role playing behaviors described in each of the three tabulation groups 
(Group One, Group Two, Group Three) for each sex and caste of each grade*
The total descriptions of role playing behavior in the three tabulation 
groups for each sex and caste of each grade are used to form the frequency 
distributions used in the contingency tables of Table VI*
The contingency tables of Table VI are concerned with the comparison 
of the roles played in the peer group at one grade placement with the roles 
played in the peer group at the other grade placements of the study for each 
sex and caste* For example, the roles played in their peer group by all sec­
ond grade white boys of the study are compared with the roles played in the 
peer group by all fourth and eighth white boys of the study, and the roles 
played in their peer group by all fourth grade white boys are compared with 
those played by all eighth grade white boys of the study* Thus, for white 
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llimiy-slx contingency tables for each ago or grade level are in» 
vestigated to test the relationship {on the basis of the hypotheses 
stated in Chapter I, pages 15 - 21 ) of (1) family or home experience*
(2) s@x, (3) caste, and (It) situation to the roles children play in their 
peer group in grades two, four, and eight* Twelve contingency tables are 
investigated to test the relationship of age or grade leva! to the roles 
children play in their peer group* lefcre presenting the results of tbs 
caparisons made in the contingency tables, the definitions of certain 
terms used in stating the results are offered*
bole significances If the Chi Square value for m  individual role 
of a table reveals a probability of *0> or less, the factor being tested 
is considered to be significantly related to the indivtdhial role* When 
such a result is observed, the individual role is ©aid to show “role 
significance** in relation to that factor*
Role sensitivity* If the Chi Square value fear an individual role 
of a table reveals a probability between *0y and *10, the role is con­
sidered to be sensitive to the factor being considered* When such a 
result is observed, the role is said to indicate “role sensitivity41 to 
the factor*
Role relationships Role relationship is a general term that is 
need to include both role- significance and role sensitivity*
Role association* A role showing multiple role relationship in 
one of the nine divisions of the contingency tables may have it frequency 
consistently greater in on© of the three types of family or hem experience
(**no break* * “break** or “harmony), or in one of the sexes* or in one 
of the castes* or in one of the situations* or in a higher or Xosrer grade
level, "alien ouch a result is observed* the role is said to show *positive 
role association* -with the group* If in Its imiitiple role rsla tionshipe
CBAPTKri I?
FAMXJJT OR EXrRlJjmCB AS A FAC TOE EElAfhD TO HQI& HAYBfG
Divisions lf Ilf XXIj 17 and V of the contingency tables (Table ¥, 
pages 62 - 65) ar© concerned with family or hm m  experience as a factor 
related to the roles children play in their peer group in grades two*
four, and eight# Family or Hon© experience is defined in this otu<fy 
to include %itre& types of experience which are indicated by the thro# 
groups j (1) *na break*1 # (2) «hreak% and (3) "har&any** (m& pages
Division I of the contingency tables is concerned with the family 
or ham experience as a factor related to the roles children play in 
their peer group in all situations considered together# Divisions XX, XIX, 
17, and 7 of the contingency tables ar© concerned with the family or home 
experience as a factor related to role playing in four specific situations* 
II# in the work groapj III, in the play groupf 17, in the sex groupj 
and 7, in the heterogeneous sox group*
The ©action which follow© presents the gunnary of results 1 the 
comparisons -ad© in investigating the family or home experience of 
children m  a factor related to their role playing in all group situations 
considered together m d  in the specific situation© of the work group, 
the play group, the same sex group, and the heterogeneous sex group* The 
statement of each result is followed by an interpretive analysis which 
attempts to relate the finding to the part of the theory or hypothesis to 
which it refers* The findings are numbered so that they agree with the 
specific hypothesis to which they relate as stated in Chapter 1, pages 
fifteen to twenty-four*
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I, aaroiais or ais ik Binsiors i, n, in, xv,
and 7 and ItiTiaiiWAT/;.: ASAL75IS OF iACi! PIliBI®*
The results of the comparisons :.iade in the investigation of the 
family -or has© experience of children as a factor related to their role 
playing in all group situations considered together and in the specific 
situations of the work group, the play group, the sarae sex group, and 
the heterogeneous sex group map be m^iariaed as followss
1* The family or home experience of children does influence to a 
limited degree the roles they play in their peer group in all situations 
considered together and in the four specific situation© of the work group, 
the play group, the saiae sex group, and the heterogeneous sex group a© 
evidenced by the finding that? (a) of live arm thousand six hundred fifty*, 
four role comparisons mad© in the one hundred eighty coitingency tables 
for divisions 1, 11, III, If, and 7, only one hundred forty—five role 
relationships (eighty of role significance and sixty—five of role sensi­
tivity) are observed! that is, of all role coGtparloana mad© involving the 
.family or hone experience as a related factor, only 5*7 per cent revealed 
role relationships U.8 per emit role significance and 3*9 per cent role 
sensitivity5 and (b) the on© hundred forty-eix role relationships involve 
only thirteen of the eighteen roles considered in the study; some of the 
thirteen roles show both role significance and role sensitivity, and ©one 
of them show only one or tho other! the thirteen roles shearing role re— 
'lationship are (the numbers in parentheaos following the role indicate 
respectively the number of instance of.role significance and role sens!-* 
tivity for the rols)* Attendant (>-8), bully (0-1), dependent (11-10), 
director (O-i*), frlnger (7-U)» Imitator (10-7), initiator (11-5), Isolate 
(6—0), morale builder (0-2), norturor (2-!*)# rejectee (22-13), subverter 
(3-d), and ©uetaimar (3-1)* Table VXX page presents in detail the
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TABLE V I -I"
CHI SQUARE p VALUES SHGfcING LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT OF 
mm OR FAJCELX EXPERIENCE FOE ROLES CHILDREN FLAX IN GROUPS
f
Division I * /ill ST'tuations'
Boles
Harmony Break No Break
P.05 >.05 < .10 .05 JuQ5 <. .10 .1.05 >.05 <..10
Attendant 1 3 1 2 3
Bully
Dependent 1 5 1 3 2 2
Director 1 1
Fringer 1 1
Imitator 1 2 1 2
Initiator
Isolate 1 1 2
Moral© Bui; der 1 1
Nurturer 1 1
Rejectee ? 3 4 2 5 1
Subvert er 1 1 X 1
Sustainer 1 ■ 1
Division'll - feork Group
Boles
Harmony Break No Break




























Division III - Play Group
Harmony Break No Break
Holes P.05>#05 C *10....
o
.05.*>#05 <.10.. .05 >.05 <  .10




Pringer 1 2 2 2 1
Imitator 4 1 2 2 2 1
Initiator 1 1 1 2 1
Isolate 1 1 2
Morale Builder 1 1
Nurturer
Rejectee 7 4 4 3 5 1
Subverter
Sustainer 1 1 1 1
Division IV - Sam© Sex Group
. -............... Break No Break
Roles
P
.05 >.05 <.10 .05 >.05 <.10 . .05 >.05<.#10______




Fxinger 1 2 2 2 3
Imitator 3 4 3 3 4 1









Division V - Heterogeneous Sex Group Totals *-1




























































*-1 The totals in these columns represent the number of role
relationships observed for each role. Sine© each role 
relationship involves two groups, the totals in these 
columns are one-half the sum of the horizontal columns*
Note: No role relationships arc? observed for the roles of
catalyzer, clarifier, clown, mediator and scapegoat*
may be found In the nature of the roles* Tim roles of attendant, dependent, 
fringer, imitator, isolate, and rejectee, which are associated with 
peripheral group interaction and are rather passi/e and non-aggressive 
(either c obstructively or iion-constructively} t are .tier© sensitive to 
family or hose experience than toe sore active and aggressive roles* It 
may be that these roles which reveal greater sensitivity are less firmly 
fixed and represent a less stable organisation of the self, and thus are 
more sensitive to toe impact of separate and discrete factors, than the 
sere active and aggressive roles, such as bully, director and cXesra.*
Third, tlier© Is, of course, the possibility that the source and 
nature of the data of this study are so general and nonspecific that 
t h e y  are Inadequate in revealing necessary clues to establish direct and 
strong relationships • The case study records from which the data arc 
ta&en say not provide a clear and sharp picture of toe emotional climate 
within the hosa© of the children, and thus the three types of family or 
home experience included 1n this ©tody nay fall to represent definite and 
distinct variables of family or hooe experiences* There Is the additional 
possibility that the data may be Inadequate in that a teacher1 s case 
record on a child, which covers a school year but which was not written 
to emphasise role playing, may not present toe characteristic pattern of 
role playing for the child*
a* Children of the * harmony*1 group are observed to 
play the roles of attendant (three tiswe at level 
of significance and six at level of sensitivity) 
and liittetor (seven times at level of significance and 
four at level- of sensitivity) more than do the chil­
dren of th© other two groups* The hypothesis in 
Chapter 1 (l*a*, page ~)J ) stated that toe tthar>jtaay* 
group would play the roles of director, eXarifler* 
morale builder, oatalyser, and attendant more than 
the children of the other two groups, since these 
roles suggest confident and positive behavior as a 
reflection of a favorable balance of family or boa© 
experience*
b# Children of the "harmony* group are observed to
play the roles of dependent (nine of role significance 
and nine of role sensitivity), mrturer (one at level 
of significance and tliree at level of sensitivity), 
and reject©® (nineteen of role significance and ten 
of role sensitivity) less than the children, of the 
other two ;p?oups* The hypothesis in Chapter I (l#b, 
page 18 ) stated that the "harmony group would play 
the roles of bully, closm, imitator, rejectee, 
isolate, scapegoat, and dependent less than, the 
children of the other two groups, sine© these roles 
suggest passive and no»-canstructive participation 
in the group as a reflection of an ti nfavorable balance
of family or hose experience#
Interpretive analysis% The above results reveal that the findings
for the role® of attendant, dependent, and rejectee are in agreement with
the hypothesis as stated in Chapter I (l#a# and b#, page i7~^# ĥtws trie
role of attendant, which is interpreted in the hypothesis to be a role 
that suggests confident and positive behavior as a reflection of a fav­
orable balance of family or horse experience, is observed to m  played 
more by the children of the "harmony* group than by the children of the 
other two group©} and the roles of dependent and reject®®, which are 
interpreted in the hypothesis to 'm roles that suggest passive, non­
constructive , anti doubtful participation in the group as a reflection 
of An unfavorable balance of family or home experience, are observed to 
be played less by the children of the "harmony* group than by the children 
of the other 'two groups#
The findings reveal that the roles of imitator and nurturer do not 
show role association as had been anticipated for them in the hypothesis 
of Chapter I, pages 15-24 • role of imitator is observed to be
played more by the children of the "harmony* group than by the children 
of the other two groups# This finding is opposite to the hypothesis which 
stated that this role would be played mom hy the children of the "break** 
group# This suggests that children give meaning to and interpret the
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role of Imitator in a manner that is not in accord with that of the theory 
or hypothesis of this study* 3y associating the role of imitator with 
the '•break* group, the hypothesis of Chapter I indicated that it repre­
sented fearful, thwarted, and non-eonetructlve behavior -as a reflection 
of an unfavorable balance of f orally or hone experience,; however, since 
children of the "harmony8 group play this role core than, the children 
of the other two groups, it aay represent for children a decree of assur­
ance a>xl constructivness that is imrA expressed in an unobtrusive and 
passive Planner*
The role of nurturer is played less hr the children of the tt harmony* 
group than by the children of the other two group© | this was not antici­
pated in the hypothesis as stated in Chapter 1, pages 15-24 , This result 
suggests that the role of nurturer is trie reflection of the self concept 
that seeks opportunities to nether others as a r*@ans of compensating for 
the lack of a rich and warm motional climate in the life experiences, and 
iljerefore represents fearful and thwarted participation as a reflection 
of an unfavorable balance of fas&ly or hco® experience*
The findings reveal that there is no role association with, the 
"harmony51 group for the roles of director, clarifier, morale builder, 
catalyser, bully, clown, isolate, and scapegoat as had been anticipated 
in the hypothesis* Siiall&r fixxdings showing the absence of rale assoc­
iation for sosm roles are observed for the *breakrt and "no break8 group®* 
Since the explanation which attempts to interpret the absence of such 
role association is the sacs for all t)iree types of fazaily or ha» 
experience, it in  presented following the report of the results f a r the 
!,no break" group (page
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c, Children of the “bread:1* group are observed, to play
the roles of dependant (fir® at role significance level 
arid seven at role sensitivity' level) and mirtrrer (two 
at role significance level and: four at role sensitivity 
level) sore than the children of th© other two groups.
The hypothesis In Chapter I (l,c,, page X® ) stated 
that ike “break* group would play the roles of bully, 
imitator, nnrfcurer, Isolate, scapegoat, and dependent 
more than the children of the other two groups, aim© 
toes© roles suggest fearful, thwarted, and non-conetruc-* 
tivr: beh&vior an a reflection of an unfavorable balance 
of family or hmm experience•
d, Children of the “break* group -are observed to play 
the roles of initiator (four at level of significance 
and three at level of sensitivity) and subverter 
(three at level of significance and three at level of 
sensitivity) lees than 'the children of the other two 
groups, The hypothesis in Chapter I (l,d,, page IB ) 
stated that the children of the “break.* group would 
play the roles of director, clarlfier, morale builds, 
mediator, e&t&ly&er, sustainer, and Initiator less than 
the children of the other two groups, since those roles 
suggest constructive participaiion in the group as a 
reflection of a favorable balance of family or hone 
experience.
Interpretive analysis: These findings reveal tlrnt the roles of
dependent, nuriurer, and initiator are in agreement with th© hypothesis 
as stated in Chapter X (l,c, ami d, page IB )* Thu© the roles of d©~ 
petidmit and mrturer, which are interpreted In the hypothesis to be roles 
that suggest fearful, thwarted, and noro-construclive behavior as a re— 
flection of an unfavorable balance of family or ho&e experience, are 
observed to be played more by the children of the “break* group than 
by the children of the other two groups f ami the role of 3J*î ktar, which 
I© interpreted In the hypothesis to a role that suggests constructive 
participation in the group as the reflection of a favorable balance of 
family or harm experience, is observed to be played less by the children 
of the “break" group than by children of tlie other two groups.
It is observed frora tlm results that the rol© of subverter Ic 
played less by trie children of 'the “break* group than by the children of
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the other im> groupe* Such role association, according to the theory 
and hypothesis of the study, mcfentf? the social interaction of the self 
concept that has experienced a favorable balance of fanily or hem ®c» 
perlence* This appears to be contrary to the meaning and nature of the 
role as interpreted In the hypothesis nrhero it is identif ied as a role 
that indicates an n±.n and outness* In tem?*» of group participation 
(possibly an erperfeental behavior) as a reflection of a family or horn 
experience that in not weighted hoavily either favorably or urdfavorahly* 
Apparently the role of subverter need* to be r©-exaiained In an atte&pt 
to arrive at a better understanding of the meaning of th© role m  intear-* 
preted by children* It may be that later findings in this study will 
partially clarify the meaning of the role on the basis of its use by 
children in their social interaction* It is possible, of course, that 
the role of subverter is Interpreted by children as being soraewhat 
b̂order—line* in tenas of being constructive or nosxsonstructivei that 
is, it nay be a role that is not clearly and consistently defined in 
terns of constructive or nonconstructive participation since It m y  
represent the somwhat challenging reaction of tfa® relatively assured 
self that is confronted with a difficult group situation, and it m y  
also represent the disruptive ' and rebellious reaction of tee doubtful 
self that has learned to attack and fight difficult group situations* 
Thus if the data are such that distinct variables in family or horn® 
experience are not established, such a Mbaj^er~line* role might be hard 
to accurately associate with a specific group from tee results of th© 
treatment of the data*
The roles of bully, issit&ter, isolate, scapegoat, director, 
clarlficr, morale builder, mediator, catalyzer, and sustainer are not
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observed to show any rol© association. with the "break*1 group a® was
16indicated In the hypothesis of Chapter 1 (l*c* and d,, page ). 
fiie role of Imitator is discussed above in th© analysis of the role 
association© observed for the “harmony” group# foe other roles for 
which no role association with the "break" group is revealed will be 
considered when all roles showing no role association, are discussed 
following the analysis of the findings for the "no break” group#
e, Children. of the *no break11 group are observed to
play the roles of rejectee (fourteen at rote signifi­
cance level and slot at role sensitivity level) and 
subverter (three at role significance level and three 
at role sensitivity level) acre than the children of 
the other two croups# the hypothesis in Chapter I 
(l.e*, page stated that the **110 break” group would
play the role® of initiator, rejectee, subverter, and 
sustainer more than the children of the other two 
groups, si nee these roles suggest ait, "in and outness" 
in tersu* of group |>articipation (possibly an experi­
mental behavior) as a reflection of a family or base 
experience that is not weighted heavily either favor­
ably or unfavorably.
f« In the comparison* involving the 11 no break” with the
"harmony* group, or with the “break* group, the children 
of the “no break” group are not observed to play any 
roles consistently less than the children of the other 
tiro groups* The hypothesis is Chapter X (l#f #, page 
stated that the children of the “no break*1 group would 
play the roles of director, clarifier, moral© builder, 
mediator, catalyser, and isolate loss than the children
of the other two groups, sine© these roles suggest
either strong constructive participation or disruptive 
non-constrtictive participation in the group#
Interpretive analysis1 Those find!ngs reveal that th© roles of
r.-wmrrTi-Tn n*nrfir- rmmrir-rn « r» f  nm«uni»nnu.r >■ . »n■■J&.mwfcwin iHM#
rejectee and subverter are in agreement with the hypothesis as stated in
Chapter I (l#e# and f#, page 16), The role of rejectee, which is inter­
preted in the hypothesis to be a rol© that suggests an "in and outness* 
in term© of group irartdcipation (possibly an experimental behavior) as 
a reflection of a family or horn© experience that is not weighted heavily 
either favorably or unfavorably, is observed to b© played more by the
children of th© wno break* group than by children of the other two g m p #  
For example, Vrare may be the self that has experienced mom belonging 
with its advantages and rewards but has been unable to consistently 
remain 11 in* the group because his 1-fe experiences have failed to provide 
the skills necessary for continued ami approved participation 1b social 
interaction., thus the self aovas into the dynamics of the group inter- 
action because there is an awareness of the rewards that accrue from 
being “in** but because of ignorance, lack of skill, or confidence the 
participation of the self leads to expulsion and to being “out* with 
the group*
ft*© role of subverter in these fiiaiings is in agreement with th® 
lypothesis also, and, on th© basis of those results should be interpreted 
as the role of rejectee is interpreted* However, in tha findings for 
the “break* group where the role of subverter is observed to be played 
less by the children of the “break* group, another interpretation is 
suggested for this role, M s  apparent inconsistency for the rol® of 
subverter lends support to the interpretation offered, above s that Is, 
this rol© may be identified by children as a “border-line* role in t&rm 
of being constructive or noa-constructive and thus siay be revealed in 
inconsistent relationships in terms of th© IV&siework of this study*
The role of initiator, as construed in the theory and hypothesis 
of the study, was interpreted to be a role that is someafaat experimental 
in nature. Thus it was stated in the hypothesis that th® role of initiator 
would be played more by the children of the “no break* group, and less 
by the children of the “break* group, than by the children of the other 
two groups* The findings support the hypothesis in its anticipated 
association with th© “break** group but offer no support for its anticipated
association with th© *no break* group* This indicates that the hypothesis
might haw been in error in giving such an indefinite interpretation of 
trio role and that the role should have been, interpreted as being more 
closely allied with positive and constructive behavior* It be that
later findings of 'the study will clarify the nature and meaning of this 
role*
Ho role© are- observed to be played consistently less by the children
of the *no break*1 group than by the children of the other taro groups* The
IPhypothesis (Chapter X, X*f*» page ) listed the roles of director, 
clarificr, sioral® builder, aedlator, catalywer, and isolate as being 
played leas by th© *»o break11 group, since these roles suggest either 
strong constrictive participation or disruptive non-constructlve partici­
pation in the group* The explanation for this finding, which does not 
agree with the hypothesisi is not too clear at the present time* It is 
possible that the children of the *no break* group reflect their back­
ground of family or hone experience, which was mmmad not to be weighted 
heavily either favorably or unfavorably, by playing certain roles, such 
as rejectee and subverter, extensively but do not avoid playing any roles 
to a taarked degree* It is possible, of course, that the data do not 
provide sufficient infornation, quantitatively or qualitatively, concern­
ing the family or horn experience of the children for separate and distinct 
variables of this factor to be established! th© *no break* group, being 
the in-between category, likely would be th© less clearly defined than 
the other two group® as a result of such inadequacy in the data*
In th© findings reported above, no role association with any of 
th© thro© groups ("harmony*, •break*, *no break*) is observed for the roles
of director, bully, oatalyeer, clsurifier, clown, fringer, isolate, morale 
builder, mediator, scapegoat, or sustainer# The absence of any role 
association for these roles in the results of the comparisons made in 
Divisions I, II, III, 17, and V aay he due to*
First, the roles, as- interpreted by th# children ĵ iq play th«a# 
may not be so sharply identified in terns of "black and shite* in group 
interaction as was supposed in th© statement of the hypothesis and thus 
are not to be associated definitely with any particular type of family 
or hmm  experience as represented by the "no break", *tiireak*, and "harsiony* 
groups*
Second, the? attempt to group o r  divide the roles in terms of their 
association with on# of the types o f  fassily or ham  experience included 
in the study be too limited in that scae of the roles say reflect 
th© effort of the' self to satisfy some need that is not directly related 
to family or homo experience a# defined in th© study, such as, a desire 
to compensate for a physical deficiency or limitation, or a desire to 
overcome or cover-up some limitation in socialisation experiences, or th© 
reaction of the self that lias experienced ovexvprotectlon (a type of 
family or bora# experience not included in this study)#
Third, there 1® again th© possibility, as discussed, on pages 
and eighty ■* on© that th© data are inadequate in providing clear 
and definite distinctions between the three types of family or ham 
experience, which means that there are no distinct variables in term© of 
this factor whorebry satisfactory elu.es can be discovered pertaining to 
certain roles that may be more subtle in nature| such as, moral© builder, 
sustainer, eatalyser, elarifier, and mediator#
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The result® of th® comparisons made in Division I, XX, 111, If, 
and f of the contingency tables to Investigate the family or hoae exper­
ience as a factor related to role playing {in grades two, four, and eight) 
in all group situations considered together and in the four specific 
situations of th© work group, the play group, th© same sex group, and 
the heterogeneous a ax group saay be aw&aariaad as follows*
1* The family or heme experience of children does influence to 
a limited degree the roles they play in their peer group in all group 
situations considered together and in the specific situations of the work 
group, the play group, the same sex group, and the heterogeneous sex 
group.
a. Children frost hoses evidencing "harsaory* play the roles 
of attendant and imitator more than the children of the 
other two groups.
b. Children from hemm® evidencing "harmony" play the roles 
of dependent, xaarturer, and reject©© less than children 
of the other two croupa,
c. Children from, homes evidencing "break*1 play the roles 
of dependent and mirturer more than the children of the 
other two groups.
d* Children from horao® evidencing "break* play the roles
of initiator and subverter loss than children of the 
other two groups*
e. Children from hoses evidencing *no break* play the roles 
of rejectee and subverter more than children of th© 
other two groups.
f. Children from houses evidencing "no break* do not play 
any roles consistently less than the children of the 
other two groups.
CHAPTER v
SEX AMD CAS2K AS FACTORS W A Z W  TO THE ROLES CUIIXMREN P1A3T
it* m m .  mnx oeoop
X* EFX AS A FACTOR T&lATm TO tfID HOLES CHII^REH HAX XH X hlfi 
y »DP CBOOi*
Division VI of th® &omtingmmy tables (Table ?* 62»*65 j ^
eoaoerried with ©esc as a factor related to the rol©© cl'&Mrm play in 
their peer group in grades tim, four* mid eight. Sis tables of cos*- 
perison or# developed for each grade* Table 1 cma&suxm tho roXm of 
the white boys of the *»bo break* group with th® role© of the White girls 
of th© “no braaJf* groupf Table 2 cmparm t'm role© of tee white hoys 
of the “breads” group with the roles of tee ifoita girls of tee “break* 
groapj Table 3 compares tee roles of white boys of th# “harmony group 
with th© roles of white girls of the *har®©8^* groupf Tables k9 5* and 
6 make tee ease comp&rl&ons for Dsgro boys and - girls.*
The results of the comparisons ciade to investigate m m  m  a factor 
related to role playing are imssaartsod below and -are noteered the mem 
as tli© specific hypothesis to which they refer as stated in Chapter X,
1 KmmO!pap» * The steteaent of each finding is- f aliased by an interpre­
tive analysis which attempts to relate th# finding to- th® theory and 
hypothesis of the study*
2* The m m  of children does inf Inane# to a limited degree the 
role® they play in their poor group in grades tarn, four* eight as 
evidenced by th© finding tlmts (a) of th© two hundred twentyMjm# rok 
co@parAs<ms nade to investigate ©esc as a factor related to role playing* 
only tw©nty-teir©e role relationships (fourteen of role significance and 
nine of role sensitivity) are observed! that is, of all role comparisons
made involving sex as a related factor, on!/ 10#U per cent revealed role
relationships 6,3 per cent role significance and iui per cent role 
sensitivity; aad (b) the twenty-three rale relationship® involve omy 
nine of the eighteen, roles considered in the study; the nine roles 
shewing role relationship are (the mmibers in parenthesis following Hie 
role indicate respective!/ the im&ber of instances of role significance 
and rol© sensitivity for the role): clown (2-0), dependant (3-2)t
director (1-0), imitator (3—1), initiator (2—1), isolate (0—1), rmrturer 
(1-2), rejectee (1—2), and subverter (1-0)# fable VIlJ*page ^  , presents 
in detail the relationships observed In th© compariscxia made to investi­
gate sex as a factor related to role playing, the roles of dependent, 
Imitator, isolate, nurturer, rejectee, ami subverter account for twenty, 
or 3? ,3 per cent, of th© role relationships revealed; these roles suggest 
passive and non-aggressive participation in the group#
Interpretive analysist r/he explanation for the Halted influence 
of sex on role playing as revealed in the findings, on the basis of the 
saall number of role relationships observed and the relatively few roles
involved, is the saa*@ as that offered concerning the similar result for
77family or home experience as a related factor (Chapter IV, page )s 
that is, since rol® playing (the process involved in the social inter­
action with one’s peers) Is a function of the self concept, additional 
factors In the eosaplex of forces that isrping© upon the development of 
th® personality and self concept of the individual need to be explored 
in order to observe and interpret significant role playitig relationships# 
It is revealed that certain roles appear to be more sensitive than 
others to sex as a factor related to role playing. A similar observation 
is rioted in the earlier investigation of family or hoa® experience as a
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related factor* Again, it appears that the explanation of this greater
sensitivity of certain roles to separate and discrete factors# such m
sex or family or home experience m y  be found in the nature of roles#
With the exception of the role of initiator, the roles of dependent,
initstor, nurturer, and rejectee, which are associated with perpher&l
croup interaction and are rather passive and ncnH&ggressiv©, are more
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sensitive to sex as a related factor* ku stated in Chapter IV, l>age , 
these roles which reveal greater sensitivity smy \?e less firoly fixed and 
represent a less stable organisation of the self, and time are more 
responsive to the impact of eeimr&ie and discrete factors, than the mar© 
active and aggressive roles of clown and director# Th® role of initiator 
seems to contradict such an explanation at first* However, a closer 
examination of the role- suggests that it nay be more experimental and 
less assured than the role of director, with which it seems closely 
allied, In that the role of initiator does not suggest a carrying 'through 
of a leadership role* It suggests mores of *flet*s do this* which is 
fine if accepted by the group but a withdrawal if not accepted* thus the 
role nay be soiaewtmt of a peripheral group participation role and there­
fore susceptible to the isnpact of separate and discrete factors, such as 
sex.
There is the additional possibility, also mentioned in Chapter IV, 
that the data may be Inadequate in that a teacher1 s case recard of a child# 
which covers a school year, 'but which was not written to erapfcasisc role 
playing, may not present the characteristic pattern of rol© playing of 
the chili*
a* Boys are observed to play the rales of clown (twice at 
level of significance), dependent (three times at level 
of significance and twice at level of sensitivity), and 
rejectee (once at level of significance and twice at 
level of sensitivity) sore than girls*
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TABLE ¥ 1 1 1
Chi Square p Values Showing Level of Significance of Effect of Sex 








NOTE* No rol© relationships are observed for the roles of 
attendant, bully, catalyser, clarlfier, fringer, 
mediator, morale builder, scapegoat and sustainer.
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b* 3iris are observed. to play the roles of imitator (tliree 
tLae® at level of significance and once at level of 
sensitivity), initiator (twice at level of significance 
and once at level of sensitivity), and nurturer (once 
at level of significance and twice at level of sensi­
tivity) more than boys*
Interpretive analysisi The above results reveal that the findings 
for the roles of clown and nurturer are agreement with the hypothesis 
as stated in Chapter I (2.a*and b*, page )• Thus the role of clown, 
which la interpreted in the hypothesis to be a role that suggests 
aggressiveness (often of a physical nature} Is observed to be played nor© 
by boys| and the role of nurturer, which is interpreted In the hypothesis 
to he a role that does not suggest aggressiveness of a physical nature, 
is played more by girls*
The role of bully, which was anticipated by th© hypothesis to be
played more by boys, is not observed to show any role relationship in
the sex comparisons, ami therefor© no role association for th® role is
revealed* A check of the table which shows the frequency distribution
I?
of th© roles for each group of each sex, caste, ami grade (Table ,
59-6O
pages ) reveals that 'boys play th© role of bully consistently more
than girls, with only one or two exceptionsj however, in contingency 
tables dealing with sex a® th© variable, th© differences In frequency of 
the role for boys and girls was not large enough to be statistically 
evident either at the level of significance or at th© level of sensi­
tivity*
The association of the role of clown (and to a less degree th© role 
of bully) with boys and the association of the role of nurturer with girls 
m y  be interpreted as reflections of the differences in the s©x-roie 
demands in our culture* The roles of bully and clown suggest a degree 
of overt behavior that lias been associated historically and fictionally
%
with the male rd© in our highly competitive culture* the role of murturer 
suggests passive and non-aggressive behavior of a protective and helpful 
nature -which Is in accord with the traditional f emale role In cor culture*
The role of eubferter, which m s  anticipated by the hypothesis to
be played more by girls, shews one instance of role significance, and the
girls play the role more than boys* However, the role is mot stated to
shew this role association In the above mirnary of findings, since only
<me instance of such role association Is considered insufficient
evidence for a m m m m j  abatement, k check of the frequency distribution
I? 5^40 .table of the roles played by each group (Table , pages } reveals
that the girl® do mot play the role of subverter more than boys with the 
consistency that the hypothesis anticipated, this suggest®, as Indicated 
in Chapter If, pages ^  ^  , that the role of subverter
needs to be re-examined in an attempt to arrive at a better understanding 
of the meaning of the role a® Interpreted by children. Th© data of mis 
study do mot provid® evidence to warrant th© eeeunptioa that it is a 
girl* s rplp.
Th© role of snstainar, which m e  hypothesis assumed would be played 
more by girls, is observed to shew no role relationships in the sex 
comparisons, and therefore shoes no role association. The frequency 
distribution table of roles piayed by each group (Table n , pagn 5*”̂  ) 
reveal® that the girls do not play the role of sustainer more man beys 
with the consistency that the hypothesis suggested* However, the number 
of descriptions of this role appearing in the case records, as Indicated 
by the tabulation sheets,- Is so few that no generalisation earn be made 
concerning it* the role of *rustaln©r say be one of the m  subtle roles 
that is not given adequate consideration In a teacher*a ease record of a
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child which covers a school year ‘but which was not written to emphasis# 
role playing.
Tii# results of the sex comparison show that the roles of reject#© 
and dependant are played more by boys, and the roles of initiator and 
imitator are played mar# by the girls. The hypothesis (Chapter I, 2.a. and 
b., page"^ ) did not anticipate such role associations. the explanation 
for these findings are not apparent at .the present time* It may be that 
the hypothesis was too narrow in its approach In establishing the distinc­
tions between the sexes on the basis of degree of physical aggressiveness• 
The roles of dependent and imitator suggest non-constructive and eonmhat 
submissive participation! but why boys seeing themselves operate a# boys 
in tiio group situation should play the role of dependent more, and girls 
seeing themselves operate m  girle should play the role of iisitator more, 
is not clear. This suggests the need to examine, in greater detail and 
sharpness> these roles as identified, and interpreted by children as sex 
role#.
A similar difficulty exists in trying to explain why th# role of 
reject## is played more by boys, and why th© role of initiator is played 
more by girls. Each role has been interpreted in th© hypothesis to be 
somewhat experimental in nature, but the explanation for the sex associa­
tion of each is not apparent. The role of initiator was considered to 
represent mar© constructive participation than the role of rejectee, but 
neither was assumed to have any sex association. It may be that the feaaals 
peer group operates in such a m y  that the dynamics of group interaction 
provides for little opportunity for th© role of rejectee to be played, 
and thus members of the group would feel freer to experiment with the role 
of initiator in th© knowledge that their exclusion from the group because
of mxah m  expsriasnt was unlikely# It is possible, of coarse, that sora© 
ysdue Judgestssnt was given each role on th© basts of the connotation of
it© name, and thus the moaning of each m  interpreted by children wa© 
obscured. It may be that later findings of the study will partially 
clarify and Identify those roles* Th© same suggestion applies for the 
roles of initiator and rejectee as fear imitator and dependent* the need 
for further study in detail and sharpness so that the roles can be better 
understood in term© of th© way children see and define them as sex roles * 
Finally* th© few instances of role significance and role sensi­
tivity for the rolm  discussed above limit the validity of the findings 
a© th© basis upon which generalimtlon© can be mad©* However, the above 
findings are suggestive of the need for further studies of sex associated 
roles, and they may b© ©uggestiv© of th© direction such studies might 
follow.
II. CAsm AS A FACTOR RELATED TC THIS ROILS CKXI2JREK F IA T  IE 
THEIR POOR GROUP.
62-65Division VII of Hi® contingency tables (Table ¥, pages ) is
concerned with caste as a factor related to the roles children play in 
their pear group in grades two, four, and eight. Six tables of comparison, 
are developed for each grades fable X oaopars© th© roles played by white 
and. Kcgro boys of th# wno break*1 groupf Table 2 eoiapar## th# roles played 
by white and Kcgro boys of the ^break* groupj Table 3 coa^aros th# role# 
played by white and Kegro boys of th© whanaoBy** groupj Tables h* £, and 
6 make the smm comparisons for w hit© and Megro girls *
Th® results of the comparisons mad© to investigate caste m  a 
factor related to role playing .are eussaarised below and are numbered th® 
same as th© specific hypothesis to which they refer m  stated in Chapter X,
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15-24pages • The statement of each finding is followed by an interpre­
tive analysis which relates the findings to the theory and hypothesis of 
the study*
3. The caste of children does influence to a limited degree the
roles they play in their peer group in grades two, four* and eight as
evidenced by the finding that: (a) of the two hundred twenty-two role
comparisons made to investigate caste as a factor related to role playing*
only thirty-one role relationships (nineteen of role significance and
twelve of role sensitivity) are observed; that is* of all role comparisons
made involving caste as a variable factor, only fourteen per cent revealed
role relationship: 8*6 per cent role significance and *>•!* per cent role
sensitivity; and (b) th© thirty-one role relations'tips involve only
twelve of the eighteen roles considered in the study; the twelve roles
are (the numbers in. parenthesis following the role indicate respectively
the number of instances of role significance and role sensitivity for
the role): attendant (3—1), bully (1-0), dependent (1—2), director (1-2),
f ringer (0—3), imitator (U-0), initiator (3-0), isolate (1—1), nurturer
IX(1-0), rejectee (0-2), subvert©r ()4-0), and sustainer (0-1)* Table * ,
100page , presents in detail the relationships observed in the
comparisons made to investigate caste as a factor related to role playing* 
The roles of attendant, dependent, frtnger, imitator, isolate, nurturer, 
rejectee, subvertcr, and sustainer, which suggest passive and non-
aggressive participation, account for 7T*a per cent of the role relation­
ships observed*
Interpretive analysis: The explanation for the limited influence
of caste on role playing as revealed in the findings (on th© basis of 
the small number of role relationships observed and the relatively few
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table ax.*
CHI SQUARE p VALOIS m i l  LEVEL IF SI<MIFICA1§CR m  EFFECT OF CASTE 















Attendant 1 a I i 3 1Bully i 1
Dependent I 2 X Z
Director x 1 1 X 2Fringer 1 a 3Initator 1 a 1 4Initiator 1 i 1 3Isolate 1 1 1 1Nurturer 3 1Rejectee I i 2Scapegoat -
Subverter a a 4i 1
Totals 4 1 no 4 5 . 7 17 12
Botej Ro role relationships arc observed Tor the
roles of eatalyser, clarifier, clown, radiator 
sorale hdlAir*
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roles involved) appears to be the oasis as that offered heretofore for such 
92 93findings (page and page )t that is* since role playing (the process
involved in the social interaction with one1© peers) is a function of the
self concept, additional factor® in the eosaplex of forces that taping©
upon the development of the personality and self concept of the individual
must be explored in the context of their interrelatedness in order to
observe and interpret significant role playing relationships •
Th® findings pertaining to caste as a factor related to role
playing in term® of the roles which arc observed to be influenced by
the factor are similar to those observed for the factors of family or
horn© experience and sex: that Is* the role® which are observed to be
sensitive to the factor of caste are role© that suggest passive and non-
aggressive participation in the group or peripheral group interaction.
The only roles that shew role relationship out which do not fall Into
tills category are the roles of bully (1-0)* director (1-2)* and- initiator
(3—0). The same explanation for a comparable finding concerning the
factor of family ox* hmm experience and also concerning the factor of 
92 93m x  (pages * aid ) appears to be applicable for caste as a factor:
certain roles, since they appear to be sensitive to separate and discrete 
factors, may be less firmly fixed and represent a less stable organisation 
of the self than other roles which show little or any sensitivity to 
separate and discrete factors* The role of initiator again is observed 
to be an exception to such an interpretations In the caste comparisons 
the role of director also is an exception. The two roles, director and 
initiator, appear to show more relationship to th© variables considered 
than any of th-© other roles which Indicate active participation in the 
group, or which appear to be more firmly anchored in the self processes*
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It may be that in our competitive culture where leadership is stressed 
that these roles represent both the parfcieip&tion of the assured, and 
stable self and also the reflection of the less assured and less stable 
self that Is seeking to measure up to the cultural values placet! on 
leadership roles.
a. hegro children play the roles of imitator (four tines 
at level of significance} and subverts (three times
at level of siipi.IXlcan.ee) more than white children*
b. White children play the roles of fringer (three times 
at level of sensitivity), isolate (one time at level 
of significance and one time at level of sensitivity), 
and director (one time at level of significance and 
twice at ■level of sensitivity) more than !!egro children.
Interpretive analysis! The results for the association of the 
roles of imitator and subverfcer with Negro children anil the role of 
director with white children agree .with the hypothesis as stated In 
Chapter 1 (3.a. and b., pages 20-21 )• Thus the roles of Imitator and 
eubverter, which are Interpreted in the hypothesis to b® roles suggesting 
a strong degree of aggressiveness or mibmigslveness, are played more by 
Hegro children. The association of the end roles in the continuum based 
on aggressiveness and submissiveness with the legro children may be the 
resultant of their early life experience, which is often characterised 
by a psychological break with parents and other close adults, that leaves 
them on their own to find outlet and satisfaction for their needs In 
interpersonal Interaction with their peers. This often apparently results 
in extremes in behavior of aggressive and domineering nature or of full 
and abject submission.
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Another possibility sight explain th© cast© association of those 
roles| this tentative interpretation is based upon extensile experience 
with Negro teachers and discussions with others who have had experience 
with Negro teachers. So far m  is known no studies pertaining to th© 
possible explanation that follows have been aad©| thus it is a tentative 
interpretaticai* It seems that Negro teachers operate through much 
stronger authoritarian compulsion than white teachers* 'Hila may be 
feeling the necessity to play a role which has for one of its major aims 
that of improving the status of the race through Increased knowledge and 
skill of th© children and their acceptance of and adherence to culturally 
accepted behavior. Such operational methods, to the extent that they 
exist, would restrict the number of rales that couM be played and in 
addition might create .group condition© which would lead to the extremes 
of role playing through aggressive revolt or abject submission*
The hypothesis assumed that the self concept of white children 
would reflect in general less extreme® in term of the impacts of life 
experience© than Negro children* It was- anticipated then that the roles 
associated with white children would suggest neither the extreme of 
aggressiveness nor of submissiveness* Th© role of director was inter­
preted to be such a role, and its association with white children supports 
the hypothesis of the study.
The role of bully was expected to be played more by llegro children, 
since it appears to be one of the aggressively domineering roles* In 
the one instance of role relationship observed for it, th© role of bully 
is played more by Negro children* However, only one instance of role 
relationship appears to be insufficient evidence upon *tfhicii to base a 
generalisation concerning role association* Other roles which were
ILh
expected to be played nor© by Negro children* since they nemmd to suggest 
the extrmmn of the continama in aggressiveness or mibmiasiveness* were 
dependent* scapegoat* and subverter. The role of scapegoat appears so
few tiis©© in the data that no mild findings concerning it could b& 
revealed* The roles of dependent and subverter appear to be roles that 
reflect th© self conceptfs interpretation of the group situation far both 
Begro and -white children* This suggests that they nay be roles which 
satisfy needs and desires of the self that are not directly related, to 
caste.
The roles of isolate and frlryer are played more by white children.
However* th© strength of these role associations might bo questioned 
since for the role of isolate it is based upon one instance of role 
significance and on® of role sensitivity and for the role of it
is based upon three instances of role sensitivity* If they can be 
accepted as anything sore than tentatively indicative* they arc role 
associations for which an explanation does not eeera readily apparent. It 
may he that they are so interpreted by children that they satisfy son© 
need or desire that the white eh-JLd* who has little assurance or confidence, 
fools in the group situation! to the extent that this is true they would 
show caste association. The lack of clarity in explaining those role 
associations suggest the need for further study of them in detail and 
depth in order to better understand bow they are interpreted by the 
children who play them.
It was anticipated that the roles of attendant* catalyzer* clarifier* 
and mediator would also be played more by whit© children. The failure of 
the findings to reveal such role association for th© roles of catalyser* 
clarlfier, and mediator can be explained by the few times these roles
io S
were described in the case records* The explanation for the role of 
attendant not being played acre by white children may be that it® 
interpretation in teres of caste was misconstrued In. the hypothesis, and 
that as children see -and interpret the role, it reflects the self concept 
in the group situation as interpreted and given meaning by th® self, 
whether that self concept is of the Negro among his peers or of the 
white among his peers| that is, the role of attendant may satisfy needs 
and desires, as felt and Interpreted by the self, that are not related 
to caste. That is, the role of attend,ant which is interpreted to be a 
supportive and constructive role, although not aggressively expressed, 
should provide a feeling of belonging for the one playing it. 'This feeling 
of truly being a part of the group could be a comforting and satisfying 
feeling tor the self concept regardless of the caste of the individual.
in. smmmx*
The results of th© comparison® made in Divisions VI and VII of 
the contingency tables to investigate sex mod cast® as factors related to 
role playing in grades two, four, and eight may be summarised as followst
2. The sex of children does influence to a limited degree the 
roles they play In their peer group.
a. 'Joys are observed to play the roles of clown, dependent, 
and rejectee more than girls.
b* dirl© are observed to play the roles of Imitator, 
initiator, and tmrtursr moro than boy®.
3* The east© of children does influence to a limited degree the 
roles children play In their peer group.
a. Ilegro children play the roles of imitator and subverter
more than white children.
b. White children play the roles of director, fringer, and 
Isolate more than Negro children.
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Tim siTmnori in w h ich  t i e  fo ie  f la y u jg  mmvim o ccu rs  as
A FACTOK IlblATED TO TIE EOLbS CHILDREN PUT XU THEIR PEEP. GROUP
Divisions VII1 and XX of trie contingency tables* Table V* pages 
sixty-two to .sixty-fivê  are concerned with the situation in which the 
role playing behavior occurs as a factor related to the roles children 
play in their peer group. ‘Hie tabulations of the case study records 
provide data which r&ake it possible for role playing to be compared in 
terns of two sets of situations5
First* each description of role playing behavior that appeal's in 
the case study record is checked as occurring in either the work group 
or the play group5 contingency tables are developed to compare role 
playing in the work group with role playing in the play group (sse 
Division 7XII, Table V* page® 62-65 )• This situational coni>ariaon is 
referred to as "Situation A".
Second* each description of role playing behavior that appears in 
the case study records is checked as occurring in either the same sex 
group or in the heterogeneous sex groups contingency tables are developed 
to compare role playing in the sane mex group with role playing in the 
heterogeneous sex group (see Division 1 . Table 7* pages 62-65 )• This 
situational comparison is referred to as "Situation 3n.
Twelve contingency tables are developed for each grade to investi­
gate "Situation AM as a factor related to role playing in grades two* 
four, and eights Q&& twelve contingency tables are developed for each 
grade to investigate "Situation Bn as a factor related to role playing 
in the three grades.
ID?
For each grade, Table 1 for "Situation A** and "situation Bn caaparea 
role playing by white boys of the wno break* group* fable 2 compares role 
playing by whit© boy® of the "break11 group* and Table 3 ccxapares role 
playing by white boys of th© "harmony* group# Tables if, $9 and 6 make 
similar comparisons for "Situation A" and "Situation 3" for white girlsj 
Tables 7, 8, and 9 make the earn© comparisons far Hogro boys* and Tables 
ID, H , and 12 make these comparisons for Kegro girls#
Th© results of the comparisons made to Investigate "Situation A* and 
"Situation 3" as factors related to role playing are summarised below#
The results are numbered th© same a® the specific hypothesis to which 
they ref or as stated in- Chapter 1, pages 15-2U# The statement of each 
finding is followed by an interpretive analysis which attempts to relate 
the finding to the theory and hypothesis of the study#
U# Whether the role playing behavior occurs in the work group or 
play group, or in th© same sex group or 1 heterogeneous sex group, does 
influence to a marked degree the roles children play in their peer group 
in grades two, four, and eight as evidenced by the finding thats (a) of 
the three hundred eighty-nine role comparisons made to investigate "Situa­
tion A" as a factor related to role playing, on© hundred fifty-seven role 
relationships (on© hundred twenty-six of role significance and thirty-one 
of role sensitivity) are observed! 1|G.3 per cent show role relationship, 
comprised of 32.3 per cent showing role significance and eight per cent 
showing role sensitivity; ninety-three role relationships (seventy-five 
of role significance and eighteen of role sensitivity) out of three hundred 
eighty-eight role comparisons are revealed for "Situation 8M: 23#9 per cent
show role relationship, comprised of 19*3 per cent showing role significance 
and 1.6 per cent showing role sensitivity* and (h) eleven of the eighteen
i m
roles considered in this study show role ral&iioriShip in both ^Situation 
A® and *Situation W% these roles are (the ausaber© in parenthesis rollow­
ing th© role indicate th© laisbor ©X instances ©X role significance a M  
role sensitivity for the role in each situation* the letter A referring 
t© ^Situation A* and th© letter j3 referring t© "Situation W ) i 
attendant (As27*44|Bfl;?—X)f bully (AtX-OLjBtO-Ci)* dependent (A122—3 jBiU-O}j 
director (At0-2|B*1*-X)f Xringer {Att8-4|Etll«-2}| is&tator (A«l8-3;Btl0-3)| 
initiator (Asl-2|Bi3-l)| nurturer (£tl*Qf Bil-O)* The roles of clown (0-3) 
and isolate (1-1) show role iral&tioisship in "Situation Aw* and the roles 
©X ijMfdlaior (0-1) and noral© builder (0-2) show role relationship in 
"Situation 3tf* fables X and XI* page 109* present in detail the role 
relaiioxisiteps observed in the coĵ ttxieora &ad© to irmmiigiit© "Situation A" 
and Situation i£* as factor related to re!© playing* Its© roles oX atten­
dant* dependent* Xringcr* iadtater* rejectee* and subverter account for 
91*7 per cant of ilso role relationsiaipa observed in the two situations! 
these roles suggest passive and ssoâ -eggyessiv© participation in the group*
Intemretiy© analysis s In TtSituation A® arid "Situation 3® a
I  .  . .  . . . — ..a . j lfc w ,. i— . . .  . - . I.i— -  .a.n.. .  i ■ « . ! , « .* «» .  ii— |. ii.
separate ami discrete factor is not being considered! instead the whole 
personality is being observed in terss of situational variables rather titan 
considoriiig only ®m factor that cos&ines with saaay others in th© process 
of the develqpssent of the personality and self concept* tcmm the whole per­
sonality is being compared in iwc situational dimensions which are soon 
by U m  individual m  involving different relationships* different ©aspceia- 
iions* and different activities to which he jaust react as asi entity in 
term; of Lis self concept* The individual *s eoraplete background of 
eaqpwrlenoe* with its ©ossplex of interdependent and iaterrelated forces*
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TABLE X
CHI SQUARE p VALUES SHO^XHG LEVEL OF SlGUlFlCmCZ Of EFFECT OF 
"SITUATION A" FOE HOLES CHILOI1M PLAT II THEIR PEER GROUPS
Holes






>.05 * o >.05
Attendant 11 1 7 i 9 2 27 4Bully l 1 1 1
Clown 1 i 1 3Dependent 5 2 9 8 1 22 3Birector 1 1 2
Fringer 10 2 10 8 2 28 4Imitator 7 1 7 i 4 1 18 3Initiator 1 i 1 1 2.
Isolate 1 1 1 1
Burturer 1 1
Rejectee 1 2 i 2 3 5 4Subverter 7 1 5 i 9 2 21 4Sustainer 1 1
Totals 42 9 42 7 42 15 126 31
Rote: Mo role relationships ax© observed for the roles of
catalyzer, clarifier, mediator, morale builder and 
scapegoat*
TABLE XI
CHI SQUARE p VALUES SHOUXMG LEVEL OF SIGHIFICAHCE OF EFFECT OF 
^SITUATION B« FOE ROLES CHILDREN FLAT IB THUR PEER GROUPS
Holes
Family Experience Groups Totals
Harmony Brsak Mo Break Role
Bignifigance
Role
Sensitivity P>.05 P< .10.05 <,10 •°?
>.65C.10 .05 >.05£.10
Attendant 7 1 6 6 19 1Bully 1 X
Dependent 3 4 4 nDirector 3 1 1 4 1Fringer 3 1 4 1 4 11 2Imitator 4 1 3 3 2 10 3Initiator 2 1 1 3 1Mediator 1 1
Morale Builder 1 1 2
Burturer 1 1
Rejectee 1 1 1 1 2 4 2
Subverter 5 1 2 1 5 1 12 3Sustainer 1 1
Totals 28 6 20 7 27 5 75 18
Notes Bo role relationship® are observed for the roles of 
catalyzer, clarifier, clown, isolate and scapegoat*
1X0
is operating as a unitary force rather than any single and discrete 
aspect of his exparien.ee background as important m  it might be*
Th© Child*» whole background of experience* as hn has given 
meaning to it* enters into his interpretation of each situation and 
how he m m  himself in it* It may be that he is ignorant of the dseaanda* 
expectations* codes and activities of the group in th© situation and 
feels that a passive and non-aggressive role is a suitable protection to 
his self concept In the group situation* Or, It .nay be that he Is 
aware of the demands* expectations* cod.es and activities of th© group 
and is aware also of the rewards that accompany adherence to and partici­
pation in them, but he feels that his skills are inadequate to creditably 
m m t all the demands and expectations of th© situation a® he sees it 
and resorts to a passive and non-aggressive role as the best solution 
for hiss with least threat to his self concept* The particular passive 
and non-aggressive role which he utilises will be determined by his 
interpretation of th# over-riding goals of the group and how he sees 
himself in relation to them*
Th© work group and the heterogeneous sex group, being adult domin­
ated* th© child may see m  situations where by meeting the adult demands* 
at th© expense possibly of group goals* his self concept is protected*
He imy see a submissive approach as the best solution for his self con­
cept in such situations, so he resorts to the role© of dependent and 
imitator| or he may see a more active approach is better* even though 
it may be more destructive of group goals* so he uses the role of 
subverter* The play group and. the warn® sex group* being more child 
centered* he may see as situations where group goals* group solidarity* 
and group codes are of primary Importance* He sees the need to find a 
role that will contribute to these group determined expectations as the
Ill
rmiy means to protect Ills self concept in the situation# ThlIS, llO pXaye 
the role of attendant which suggests a degree of constructive behavior 
above that of mere mimicry or submissivenese as suggested by the roles 
of Imitator and dependent# Or, he seeks to move toward a stronger 
contribution to group goals OS he interprets them but finds that his 
efforts are unaccepted, so he is a fringer or rejectee# It is doubtful 
that these last two roles represent accurately by name the roles as 
interpreted by the chiIdj they represent names based upon the observable 
reaction of the group to tbttu It is difficult to see how a child would 
choose to play th© role of fringer or rejectee#
the findings pertaining to the nature of the roles which mmi to 
be more influenced by the variables compared are the same for "Situation 
kn and "Situation 3* as for the comparisons already considered (Chapters 
IV and V), even though the influence of the situational variables is 
much, stronger. Holes which suggest peripheral group interaction and 
indicate passive and non-aggressive participation In the group appear 
to be less firmly fixed as a part of the self organisation as evidenced 
by their greater sensitivity to the variables investigated# The roles 
of attendant, dependent, f ringer, imitator, rejectee, and subverter 
reveal greater sensitivity to "Situation A" and "Situation B*, and 
have also shown greater sensitivity to the discrete variables that have 
been compared (Chapter I? and V)#
There Is the possibility, as discussed in the previous considera­
tions, that the data of the study »aay be inadequate in that a teacher* s 
case study record on a child, which covers a school year but which was 
not written to emphasise role playing, .my not include descriptions of 
the more subtle and less obvious roles (such as, catalyaer, clarifier,
mediator, ami sustainer), and thus nay not present th© characteristic 
[pattern of role playing for the child#
a# Children in the work group are observed to play the roles 
of imitator (13-3) dependant (22—3)* subverter (21-2;) 
morm than children' in the play group; and children in th© 
wore group play the roles of attendant (2?—It), fringer 
(28—U), and rejectee (5-2;) less than children in the 
play group*
b# Children in the playgroup are observed to play the roles 
of attendant (27-2;), fringer (28-4;), and rejectee (5-U) 
aor® teian children in the work group; arm children in the 
play group play the roles of imitator (13—3), dependent 
(22-3) and subverter (21-1;) less than children in tbe 
■work group#
c. Children in the same sex group play the roles of attendant 
(19-1), fringer (H-2), arid rejectee (i~2) more than 
children in the heterogeneous sex group; these roles are
also played, more by children in the play group# Children
in tee heterogeneous sex group play the roles of -dependent (11-0), imitator (10-3), and subverter (12-3) more than 
children in th# same sex group; these roles are also 
played more by children in th# work group.
Interpretive analysis; the findings reveal that sou# roles (dependent, 
imitator, arid subverter) are definitely associated with the work group, 
and others (attendant, fringer, and rejectee) are definitely associated 
with the play group* this suggests that the child sees the work group 
and the play group as two distinct situations to which he suet adjust 
to the group dynamics, group goals, and group solidarity# Th© work group, 
where group membership may be a natter of mandate, may bo seen by the
child as an adult directed and dominated situation where the goals and
activities of th© group are subordinated to the expectations of the 
adult, and thus a situation in which there would be less threat of pun­
ishment by the group for any behavior that might hamper or impede group 
solidarity and cohesion# In such a situation, individual goals, defined 
by tte child on the basis of the adult expectations, might be of major 
concern with a consequent decrease in awareness of and interest in any
group goals.
The play group suggests a more child-centered situation where the 
group goals and activities are determined by the children. In such a 
situation the child might be more aware of the importance of group soli­
darity and cohesion, and thus might feel a greater threat of expulsion 
from the group for any behavior that would tend to destroy group unity 
and to threaten group goals*
If th© above situation analysis is valid, the roles of attendant,
£ringer, and. rejectee (even though passive and non-aggressive) which are 
associated with the play group would suggest a more positive charge, in 
terms of group dynamics, than the roles of dependent, imitator, and. sub­
verter. The roles of attendant, fringer, and rejectee suggest role 
playing behaviors that are not disruptive to group dynamics or group 
interaction, although they do not represent highly charged positive 
roles. There is a suggestion tiiat each of these roles involves behavior 
that represents an attempt to adjust to low status in the group without 
disrupting the group. The roles of dependent and imitator, although not 
necessarily disruptive of the group, suggest behavior that is more con­
cerned with individual goals and less with group goals. The role of sub­
verter suggests behavior that i© strongly individualistic and that could 
be disruptive of group goals and activities! thus it is a role that might 
be acceptable to a limited degree in a situation that is adult directed 
and dominated while being definitely unacceptable In a chill—centered 
situation. In additional comment concerning the association of the 
roles of fringor and rejectee with the play group situation! the work 
group situation may be so adult dominated and directed that no fringers 
or rejectees are allowed or permitted! would-be frlngers and rejectees
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are forced into the group and thus may react by adjusting to some other 
passive and noa-er ressive rote that is acceptable to the adult demands* 
The findings also m e a l  that sane roles are definitely* associated 
with the same sex group (attendant, fringcr and rejectee), and others 
are definitely associated with the heterogeneous sex group (dependent, 
imitator, and subverter)* -The findings further reveal that the sarae 
roles are associated with same sex group and. the play group, and that the 
same roles are associated with heterogeneous sex group and the worl group* 
This suggests that the child also sees the saae sex group and 'the 
heterogeneous sex group as two distinct situations in terms of group 
dynamics and. in terms of group goals and group solidarity to which he 
mist adjust* The heterogeneous sex group, where group membership may 
be adult determined (particularly in grades four and eight) and thus 
not a spontaneous child grouping, may seen by th© child as an adult 
directed and adult dominated situation where the goals and activities 
and rewards are in terns of the adult expectations, and where any 
childreis-Kieteraiiied group goals' are subordinated to the adult demands; 
this is a situation, then, in which there would be less threat of punish— 
sent by the group for any behavior that might hamper or isapede group 
solidarity and group cohesion*
The same sex group suggests (particularly for grades four and 
eight) a moro child-centered situation where the group, goals anu acti­
vities are determined and defined by the children* iln such a situation 
the child might be more aware of the i^ortance of group solidarity and 
cohesion, and might feel a greater threat of expulsion fraa the group 
for any behavior that might destroy group unity and tlî eaten group goals*
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The repetition of the same combination of role® for "Situation kn 
and HSituation 3rt suggests that as children sees them the work group and 
the heterogeneous sex group are situations which have some comparable 
Interacting dynamics and forces taping!ng upon the self concept* Like­
wise, the play group and the sarae sex group have certain similarities 
in dynamics as interpreted by children, ^hy certain roles .group together 
implies trie same tentative hypothesis for "Situation 3" as that offered 
for the same dominations in **situation A" (see pages 112 - lli|. ).
O v t a *
the result© of the comparisons made in Divisions 1111 and 17. of 
the contingency tables to investigate "Situation Art and "Situation iF 
as factors related to role playing in grades two, four, and eight nay 
be eroaarised as follows!
U. "Situation A1* (work group or play group) and "Situation IF (same 
sex group or heterogeneous sex group) do influence to a marked de;pre© 
th© roles children play in their year group in grades two, four, and 
eight*
a. Children in the work group are observed to play the 
roles of imitator, dependant, and subverter more and 
the roles of attendant, Tringer, and rejectee'n'less 
than children in. the play group.
b. Children in the play î rxmp are observed to play the roles 
of attendant, f ringer, and rejectee more and the roles of 
imitator, dependent, and subverter loss than children in 
the work group*
c. Children in. the same ssnx group play the roles of attendant, 
fringer, and rejectee (the sane roles that showed associa­
tion with the play group) more than children in the hetero­
geneous sex group. Children in the heterogeneous sex 
group play the roles of dependent, imitator, and subverter 
(the same roles that showed association with U w  worn group) 
more than children in the same sax .group.
chipter m
AQE OR cmm, P1ACEMEMT AS A FACTOR ROUTED ?o THE ROLES 
CHILDRKK FLAY Ilf THEIR ?ua GROUP
Twelve contingency table® are used in investigating age or grade 
pliceaent as a factor related to the roles children play in their peer 
group (am Table ¥1, page 71 )• Each contingency table compares all the 
role playing behaviors observed and. recorded for the three basic groups 
("no break11, *break”, and, "harmony*) of one &mx and caste of one grade 
with the role playing behaviors observed and recorded for th© three 
basic groups of the same sex and cast# of another grade* For example, 
the role playing behaviors observed and recorded for the "no break", "break* 
and. "harmony" groups of white boys of the second grad# are combined and 
compared with role playing behaviors observed for the three basic groups 
combined of whit© boys of grade fourj siiailar comparisons are made for 
White boy© of grade two and grade eight, arid of grade four ami grad© eight* 
In like manner, three contingency tables are made for white girls, three 
for iiegro boys, and three for legro girls*
The results of the ecaparisons made to investigate age or grad® 
level as a factor related to role playing are summarised below mid are 
numbered the ©arse m  the specific hypothesis to which they refer a® 
stated in Chapter I, pages 15-2U • The statement of each finding is 
followed by an interpretive analysis which attempts to relate th® 
finding to th© theory and. hypothesis of the study*
5. The ago or grade level of children does influence to an apprec­
iable degree the roles they play in their peer group as evidenced by the 
finding that* (a) of the one hundred eighty role comparisons made in 
the twelve contingency tables which investigated age or grade level as a
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related factor, fifty-three role relationships (forty-four of role signifi­
cance and nine of role sensitivity) are observed; that is 29 #U per cent 
of the role comparisons mads showed r .1© relationship* 21* .U per cent at 
level of significance and five per cent at level of sensitivity; and (b) 
sixteen of the eighteen roles considered in the study are involved in 
the fifty—three role relationships observed; these roles are (th© numbers 
in parenthesis following the role indicate respectively the number of 
instances of role significance and. role sensitivity for the role)* 
attendant (!?—0), bully (1-0), catalyzer (0-1), clown, (2-0), dependent (1-2), 
mediator (1-0), moral© builder (6-0), nurtures* (U-0), rejectee (2-2), 
subverter (0-1), and sustain©!* (2—1)# Table X I I ,  pages  117 - 117  
presents in detail the role relationships observed in the comparisons 
made to investigate age or grade level a factor related to role playing.
1nterprst Ive analysist The rationale of this study postulates that 
role playing is the reflection of th© self concept in group interaction.
It posits further that the self is a dynamic and ongoing process which at 
any time is th© resultant of many interrelated forces that are and have 
been present and active in th© life experiences; not only is the self 3n 
emergent dynamic in terms of these interrelated forces but it also is an 
active agent in manipulating and altering the forces. ’The variety and 
nature of the experiences, the physiological potentials and functioning of 
the organism, the emotional climate of one's experiences in interpersonal 
relationships, the cultural milieu with Its codes and values, and one's 
place in th# life cycle are some of the interrelated forces that male 
impact upon the process of th© development of the self concept.
Th© inclusion of one’s place in the life cycle as one of the 
interrelated forces ajjerativ© in the development of the self concept
TABLE X II
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Attendant 1 1 5 0
Bully 1 0
Csitalyaer 0 1
CXo'wn i 2 0
Dependent 1 1 2
| Director 1 i ; 9 0
I Fringer 1 0
J Imitator 1 1 5 01 Initiator ;i i 4 0
| Isolate 1 2
1 Mediator i 1 0
1 Morale
j Builder i | 6 0
{ Nurturer 1 ! 4 0
j Rejectee i [ 2 2
I Subverter 0 1
j Sustainer i 1 2 1
j Totals 4 2 5 f> o 1 : 0 44 9
16 role significance, 3 role sensitivity
Motet Ho role relationships are observed for the roles of 
clarifier and scapegoat*
suggests that the self should be explored and viewed from the base line 
of the individual1 s developmental level, thus the self concept of the 
eight—year-old is expected to be different from the ©elf concept of the 
eighteen-^ar-old, If role playing is the process involved , in the self *8 
social interaction with Its peers, as this study assumes, 'then a change 
In developmental level should be made evident by a change In role playing. 
It Is recognised that chronological age and school grade placement 
are not exact or fully reliable measures of developmental level, how­
ever, change© In chronological age and progress up the school grade 
ladder are usually accompanied by developmental changes, Hie findings 
from the comparisons raade to Investigate age or grade level as a factor 
related to role playing, both In terns of ihe number of role relation­
ships observed and in the masher* of role© showing relationship, can he 
explained on the basis of the developmental changes that children exper­
ience aw they grow older and as they move up the school ladder,
a. The findings of this study reveal that there are sou® 
roles that appear to 'be in greater evidence at a higher 
or lower grade level,
b. It is observed that the role© of director (9-0), 
isolate (1-2), nurturer (lf-0), and reject®® (2-2) are 
in greater evidence for the lower of the two grade 
levels compared; and the roles of clown (2-0), 
imitator (5-0), morale builder (6-0), and sustainer 
(2-1) are in greater evidence for the higher of the 
two grad® level® compared.
Interpretive analysis s The number of role relationship© observed 
for each of the above roles is so small that their association with a 
higher or lower grade level as revealed by the findings can be accepted 
a© only tentative and suggestive, Hie explanation for such role associa­
tion Is not too clear. However, if the findings are truly indicative 
of the association of certain roles with a higher or lower grade level,
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the explanation is to be found in the nature of th® roles as they are 
interpreted by th® children who play them#
It may be that some children see the role of director becoming 
too burdensome and threatening to the self concept through time and 
other roles, less in th© spot-light and less heavily charged with 
responsibility, are accepted and utilised as offering better assurance 
of th® maintenance of the self concept* Such substitute roles might 
be morale builder, sustainer, or clown, all of which are associated 
with the higher grade level; or the substitute role might be one that is 
more subtle (catalyzer, clarifier, or mediator) that have not appeared 
in the findings of this study* It may be that the association of th© ml® 
of director with the lower grad® levels results from th© peer group 
becoming more stable through time, the group interaction processes 
becoming more structured, and children see fewer director roles in the
group as progress is made up the school grad® ladder. This possible
56/explanation would be in accord with Moreno*s nature of the group dy- 
£6/ Moreno, 00* cit.. p. 56).
namics, which at the lower grade levels were characterised as a ftpre- 
socialized period11 when th© group is less constant and less differentiated 
than later, with a wide and changeable variety of role playing in evidence» 
During this period, children appear to be more ego-centric, and there is 
an apparent lack of peer group cohesion.
Th® roles of isolate, nurturer, and rejectee also are observed to 
be associated with the lower grade level. The number of observed role 
relationship© for each is less than that observed for the role of director; 
therefore, th© explanation for their association with th© lower grade is 
more tentative. Th© explanation may be*
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first, the nature of the roles? the isolate (1-2) is apparently- 
ignored by the groups the nurturer (Ir-O) * mothers11 other childrens and 
the rejectee (2-2) is denied participation in group activity* Kach of 
the roles, in tenas of group interaction, appears to carry a negative 
charge* This suggests that there might he soas difficulty in incorporating 
any of these roles into the self organisation as an susceptible pattern of 
role playingj such incorporation might be threatening to self maintenance 
through time. Substitute roles, that are at least in the group although 
possibly not of high status, are- explored in order to find -a m y  to 
handle group situation® that is sore acceptable to the self organisation.
It appears that one factor which would influence the nature of the 
substitute role is the pattern of energy organisation of the Individual! 
that is, if it is of such nature that a high level of energy output is 
evident, then the substitute roles lilely would be more active and 
aggressive (such as bully or clown) than would be the case for a low 
level of energy output where the roles would be more passive and non- 
aggressive (such as imitator or sustainer). Of course, the substitute 
roles be role® which show no association with lower or higher grade 
level (attendant, dependent, initiator), or roles which, are more subtle 
and which have not appeared in the findings of this study (catalyzer, 
clarifier, mediator). A further explanation for the roles of isolate 
and rejectee might be that there are children who have not learned how 
to participate in group interaction to a degree that permits them to 
get into the group.
Second, the nature of the peer group may account for the associa­
tion of certain roles with a lower or higher grade level* As mentioned.
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above, the peer group nay bee on© more stable through tii.se, the group 
interaction processes more structured, due to (X) developmental changes 
in the members of the group and/or (2) to the cultural pressures exerted
on the group. Th© influence of the first force as it relates to role
playing In the changing peer group dynamics is not apparent at the present 
time, particularly as it applies to the roles of isolate, nurturer, and 
rejectee. The influence of the second factor appears more evident, since 
the data for the study cane from case- records written by teachers who 
were describing, in nost instances, ©Tents and Incidents in a school 
setting. Thus, the descriptions would be of activities and situations 
heavily colored by the school*s Influence as a social institution in 
which such roles as isolate and rejectee (and probably to a smaller 
degree the role of nurturer) would not be allowedj through, time, then,
these roles would have to M  discarded in school influenced group situa­
tions.
The roles of clown (2-0), imitator (5-0), moral© builder (6-0), 
and sustainer (2—1) are observed to be in greater evidence in the higher 
grade level. A partial explanation of the association of these roles 
with th© higher grad© level appears above in the discussion of the roles 
of director, isolate, nurturer, and rejectee. In sumaxy, the roles of 
clown, imitator, morale builder, and sustainer appear to be roles that 
through time the self organisation finds more acceptable and less threat­
ening in the group situation than other roles s (1) the other roles may 
have a high status and carry a heavy load of responsibility (director) 
or may have a low status (isolate, nurturer, rejectee), either of which 
serves as a constant threat to self maintenance that may be difficult
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to handle| (2) the cultural demands, expectations and values aay define
the other role® a® unacceptable behaviors in th© group situation there­
by making it difficult for them to be inccrporporafced in the self 
organisation that sees itself operating as a participating member of 
society! and (3) the peer group dynamics may be of such nature that in 
the higher grades jsore opportunities are provided for the roles of clown* 
imitator* morals builder and sustainer to be played than th© roles of 
isolate, nurturer and rejectee*
c* The findings reveal that the degree of difference in
the role playing of children increases as th© difference
in age or grade level is increased and decreases as the 
difference .in age or grad© level decreases as evidenced 
by* (1) of th# fifty-nine role comparisons made in 
comparing role playing in grades two and four* ten role 
relationships (six of role significance and four of 
role sensitivity) arc revealed* 16*̂  per centj (2) of 
"the sixty-one role comparisons made in c©sparing role 
playing in grads® two ami eight* twenty—rour role 
relationship® (twenty-two of role significance and two 
of role sensitivity) are observed, 39*3 per cent| and 
(3) of the sixty role comparisons made in cosap&rlng 
role playing in grades four and eight* nineteen role 
relationships (sixteen of role significance and three 
or role sensitivity) are observed* 31*6 per cent*
InUypreliTO ,*na3jr»lfl» The above finding, reveal that there is a
difference ir. the role® played by children in grades two* four* and eights 
that the difference is least in grades two and four* greatost in grades 
two and eight* and that the difference in grade© four and eight is 
greater titan in grades two and four hut loss than in grades two and 
eight* These results agree with the hypothesis of this study as stated 
in Chapter I (£*c** page 2!g ) ami indicate: (1) children find that the 
roles they play in grad© two are sore appropriate in grade four than in 
grade eight* which is an indication of the relatively small changes in 
development children experience between grade© two and four a© compared
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to the dmmlopaental changes that occur between grades two and eight|
(2) children find that the roles they play in grade four are more 
appropriate for grade two than for grade eight* which indicates that the 
developmental changes £rm  grade four to eight are greater than they ar©"" 
from grade two to grade four3 and (3) children find that the roles they 
play in grade eight are more appropriate for grad© four than for grad© 
two* which indicates that the developmental changes from grade two to 
grade eight are greater than they are from grade four to grade eight#
These findings support the theory and hypothesis of th© study which 
assumes that role playing Is the reflection of the self in the group 
situation and that the self is a dynsKde and ongoing process which mist 
be interpreted from th#? base line of its place in the developing life 
story. Tims, developmental changes are accompanied by role playing 
cltanges that reflect the. ongoing and developing self concept, and th© 
greater the developmental change the more noticeable is the change In 
role playing* These results also appear to be in agreement with the 
generally accepted statement that there are developmental changes vftiich 
accoapany most children* s progress up the school ladder and that these 
change©. are associated with different behaviors which vary in eictent or 
degree depending upon the degree of developmental change*
SbTMEI*
The results of the coss|>arisonc made to Investigate age or grade
level as a factor related to role playing in grades two, four, and eight
may be suxaarised an follows 8
5* The age or grade level of children does Influence to an
appreciable degree the roles they play in their pear group*
a. Thor® are soa© roles that appear to be In greater 
evidence at a higher or lower grade level*
The roles of director, isolate, nurturer, arid rejectee 
are in greater evidence for tie Imer grade lev^lj and 
ti© roles of clown, laitator, aorala builder, and sus— 
talner are in greater evidence for the hinder grade 
level*
‘The degree of difference in the role playing of children 
increases as the differences In arte or grade level Is 
increased and decreases as the difference In age or 
grade level is decreased*
SECTION 0
GrlAPTMl ¥1X1
a m c u m m j  swMhRx k m  xmpixcatioks
I. STAlV.'&3iT OF XHh FEOBl&d AMD BXMiUllMDTAD DESXQM*
A review of th# literature in the Hold of iamn development ir»di— 
cates the importance of one*6 experience in group interaction as a 
significant factor in the development of personality* 'Belonging to a 
group, th© inter-personal relationships involved in the process of 
belonging to and functioning in the group, and the roles on® play® in the 
process are recognised as strong forces in the development of the 
individual1s personality and self concept*
This study explores on© aspect of the larger pictures role play­
ing and some factors that stay be related to role playing* The study is 
based upon the hypothesis that there are at least five factors that in­
fluence Urn roles children play in their peer groups (1) family or home 
experience, (2) sex, (3) caste, (h) situation in which role playing 
occurs, and (>) ago or grade placement* family or home experience is 
defined in this study as being of three typost (a) no experience with a 
physical break in family wmkwrmhXp, (b) experience with a physical break 
in family membership, and (c) evidence of experience wiia a degree of 
warmth in interpersonal family relationships $ these divisions are dis­
cussed .store fully an the following pages. The situation In which the 
role playing behavior occurs involves two sots of situations in this 
study* (X) "Situation A", where Hi# work group is c-ompared with the 
play groupj and (2) "Situation 3% where the same sex group is compared 
with iho heterogeneous sox group* Age or grade level in this study
includes grades two, four, and eight.
Specifically th© hypothesis of this study is stated as follows:
1* The family or horn experience of children will influence the
roles they play in their peer groups
a. Children fro??*, homes evidencing “harraony** will differ
significantly from, children in “break-* and “no break” 
groups in the greater evidence of their playing roles 
ofs director, elarifier, moral© builder, c&talys&er 
and attendant. These roles suggest confident and 
positive behavior, which say or nay not, be aggressively 
expressed, as a reflection of the favorable balance of 
family or home experience of the child.
b. It tii© same :ichildren Xros hones evidencing “harsony** 
will differ significantly from these groups in the
lesser evidence of playing roles of: bully, clown,
ixait&tor, rejectee, isolate, scapegoat, and. dependent, 
which suggest passive and non-constructiv© participation 
in the group.
c. Children from hoses evidencing “break* will differ 
significantly fraa children in ĥarsKony” and “no break1 
groups in the greater evidence of their playing roles 
ofi bully, imitator, nurturer, isolate, scapegoat, 
and defendant. These roles suggest fearful, thwarted, 
and non-cons tractive behavior, which suay or jaay not be 
aggressively expressed, or a reflection of the unfavor­
able balance of family or hotae experience.
d. At th© aaaa blue children fray hosies evidencing “break*
will differ significantly from these nmm groups in th© 
lesser evidence of playing roles ofi director, clarifier, 
morale builder, mediator, catalyzer, sustainer, and 
initiator, which suggest constructive participation in 
the group.
e. Children from homes evidencing “no Isreak* will differ 
significantly from children in “break*1 and “harmony*1 
groups in the? greater evidence of their playing roles 
of: initiator, reject©a, eubverter, -and sustainer.
These roles suggest an. “in aid outness*1 in terra© of 
group participation, possibly an experimental behaviorj 
as a reflection of a family' or hose experience that 1© 
not weighted heavily either favorably or unfavorably.
f. At the sasie tine children. from homo© evidencing “no break19
win differ significantly from thee© same group© in th©
lesser evidence of playing roles of: director, clsrifier,
morale builder, mediator, catalyzer, and .isolate, which
suggest either strong constructive participation or dis­
ruptive non-con ©tractive participation in th© group.
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2* The sex of children will influence the roles they play in their 
peer groups
a. Doys will differ significantly frost girls in the greater 
evidence of their play roles of* bully and clown* which 
suggest aggressiveness of a physical nature in partici­
pation in the group*
b* Girls will differ oi{paificanily fraa boys in. the greater 
evidence of their playing roles ofs ruirturer, sustainer* 
and suhverter, vfaSjzh do not suggest aggressiveness of a 
physical nature in participation in tho group*
c* Boys and girls will not differ significantly in playing 
the remaining roles* as these roles do not suggest any 
degree of aggressively physical participation*
3* Bie caste of children will influence the roles they play in 
their peer group*
a* Kagro children will differ significantly from white
children, in the greater evidence of their playing roles 
of* bully, imitator, mibvertor, scapegoat, and dependent,
which suggest the extremes of aggressiveness aed sub— 
raisaivenese in participation in the group*
b. White children will differ significantly from hegro 
children Ir> the greater evidence of their playing roles 
of; director, ciarifier, mediator, eatalyaer, and 
attendant, which suggest neither extreme aggressiveness 
or suboissivenesa*
ll* The situation will Influence the roles children play in their
peer groups
a* The roles children play in the work group will differ 
significantly from those In the play group In the 
greater evidence In the work group of the roles of s 
inlt&tor, subverter, mid d© oxidant, which suggest a 
mom authoritarian situation wiierein group goals can 
he and are subordinated to irsdivldual goals* There 
will be lesser evidence In the work group of the roles 
of rejectee, fringer, and Isolate as the authoritarian 
control will not permit them.
b* Th© roles'children play in the play group will differ 
significantly from those in tho work group In th© 
greater evidence In the play group of the roles of; 
director, ciarifier, morale builder, mediator, catalycer, 
and attendant, which suggest a more child—centered 
situation wherelR group ~oals are of major Importance
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since contributions to them aid the individual goals*
c* The roles children play in the same sex group will differ 
significantly from the roles played in the heterogeneous 
sex group in 'fee greater evidence, in general, of the 
same roles for the ease sex group as for the play group, 
and the «a»e roles for the heterogeneous sex group as for 
work group*
b* The age or grad© level of children "n5.ll influence the roles 
they play in the peer group*
a# Although there will be a significant difference in fee 
role playing of children at different age or grade 
levels, there seems to be no clues at the present time 
to indicate that there are roles which will be In 
greater evidence at a higher or lower grade level* If 
any evidence of this nature is observed, an attempt 
will be nsa&e to explain it on the basis of the construct 
previously developed concerning role playing as a 
reflection or expression of the processes involved in 
the development of the self concept*
b. It is believed that if any roles are in greater evidence
at a higher or lower grade level, such findings will
serve as a clue to th® nature of fee roles as they are 
interpreted by children*
c* It is believed that the degree of significant difference?
in the role playing of children at different age or
grade levels will increase as the difference in age or 
grade level is Increased and decrease as the difference 
in age or grade 1 evwi is decreased*
The data used In this study to explore and test the hypothesis
are obtained from tabulations mad© fron case study records of whit® and
Negro children in grades two, four, and eight in public schools in
Texas, Maryland, City of 'Baltimore, Atlantic City (Hew Jersey),
Washington (!♦£*), and Louisiana* 'Ihe case study records fron. which fee
tabulations were nad« were -written by teachers participating in the
second or third year of a child study program* Bach tabulation is a
susnnary of sane of the Information Included in the case study record, as
analysed and interpreted by a trained observer* All the items included
in the tabulations are not Included In this study* The following types
of information froa the tabulations are rmmdz (1) geographical location
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of school child attended! (2) school grad© placeiaeni of child! (3) sex 
of child; (ii) caste of child, white or negro; (5) socio-economic class 
of child*& family! (6) family or horn© experiences of child! (7) types 
of role playing behavior observed and recorded by tlie teacher| and (3) 
situation in which role playing behavior occurred*
The basic plan of organisation for this study is 'taken from informa­
tion in item six (family or heme experience), which provides for three 
basic groups; children experiencing no break in family membership, 
children experiencing a break in family membership, and children in 
whose records there is evidence of a degree of warmth in interpersonal 
family relationships* Subsequently, items two(grade), three (sex), 
and four (caste) are each used an a basis for comparing the three basic 
variations in family situations* Reference to the list of contingency 
tables (fable 7, pages 62-6$ ) and the tables of results (Tables 71,
711, VIII, IX, ted X) will illustrate the application of this procedure 
of analysis* Item seven indicates for each tabulation the roles played 
by the child from, whose case study record the tabulation is made,
X'aeh role playing behavior Is tabulated under item eight as occurring in
(1) the work group or the play group, and (2) the same sex group or the 
hetrogenecu# sex group,
Tach tabulation reveal® 1 nformaiion contained in that case 
study record concerning the family or hmm experience of the child* (1) 
evidence that the child has, or lias not, experienced a physical break in 
family membership, and (2) that there is, or is not, evidence indicating 
that the child has experienced a degree of warmth in the family inter­
personal relationships, This infor-ation is used to form tne threes basic 
groups for each sex -and caste of each grade included in the study. The
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m m m  used for each basic group and the meaning of each are as follows* 
Group I* Ko Breaks The tabulations included in tills group state 
that (1) the case study records contain information indicating the child 
has not experienced a physical break in family &M»ft»erahlp# and (2) the 
records contain no evidence to indicate the child has experienced a 
degree of warmth in interpersonal family relationships•
Group II* Break? Tlie tabulations included in this group state that 
(X) the case study records contain information indicating the child has 
experienced, a physical break in family membership* and (2) the records 
contain no evidence to indicate the child has experienced a degree of 
warmth in interpersonal family relationships *
Group III* Harmony* The tabulations included in this group state 
that (1) the case study records contain information indicating the child 
has not experienced a physical break in family cjeaiberahfp* and (2) the 
records contain evidence to indicate the child has experienced a degree 
of warmth in interpersonal family relationships*
There are forty tabulations (cases) for each sex, caste and grade 
of the three basic groups* except for white girls of the fourth grad© 
(pages 35-22 )♦ The total tabulations used in this study are a sampling 
of th© tabulations from four thousand on© hundred ten case study records* 
Th© method used to check the hypothesis of this study (to assess 
or determine association or relationship) is to develop contingency 
tables of role playing behavior for the variable factors compared and 
to cheek the null hypothesis by use of Chi Square* for each con­
tingency table* influences or relationship is expressed either as role 
significance or role sensitivitys (1) role significance* when the value
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of Chi'Square for the role Is equal to or greater than the #05 pro­
portion! and (2) role sensitivity, when the value of Chi Square for 
the rol© is between the .Op and #10 proportions# The general term 
*role relationship1* is used to refer to both role significance and role 
sensitivity#
There are ten groups or divisions of contingency tables in the 
study, grouped together in toms of each variable being considered#
In each division the association or relationship being tested involves 
the questions Does the variable of each division influence the roles 
children play in their peer group in grades two, four, and eight? The 
variable factors considered in these ten divisions of contingency tables 
ares (1) the three types of family or home experience (rtno break”, 
'teeak*1, “harmory”} in all situations where role playing behavior occurs!
(2) sex; (3) oast© (white and Negro); (U) ^Situation Aw (work group or 
play group), (f>) ^Situation 3” (same sex group and heterogeneous sex 
group); (6) family or home experience in work group situation; (7) family 
or hone experience in play group situation; (8) family or home experience 
in same sex group situation; (9) family or home experience in hetero­
geneous sex group situation; and (10) age or grade placement (grades 
two, four, and eight)#
II. 5UMMAHI OF FIM3IH0S.
The results of the comparisons made to test the hypothesis of this 
study may be summarised as follows!
1# The family or home experience of children does influence to
a limited degree the roles they play in their pear group#
a# Children from homes evidencing * harmony** play the roles 
of attendant and imitator more than th© children of the
other gwo .groups*
b# Children from boaes evidencing "harmony* play 'the roles 
of dependent, nurturer, and reject®® less than children 
of th© other two groups#
c# Children from hones evidencing 11 break* play the roles of 
dependent and nurturer more than the children of the 
other two groups#
d* Children from hones evidencing "break* play the roles of 
initiator and subvertor less than children of the other 
two groups#
e# Children from homes evidencing rtno break” play the roles 
of rejectee and subvsrter more than children of the
other two groups*
f# Children from homes evidencing *no break** do not play 
any roles consistently less than the children of the 
other two groups#
2. Th© sex of children does influence to a limited degree the roles 
they play in their peer group#
a. 3oys play the roles of clown, dependent, and rejectee 
mom than girls,
b# bar Is play the roles of imitator, initiator, and nurturer 
more than boys•
3# The caste of children does influence to a limited degree th© 
roles they play in their peer group*
a# Hegro children play the roles of imitator and subverter 
more than white children#
b# 'Whit© children play th© roles of director, fringer, and 
isolate more than Kegro children.
It# "Situation kn (wccrk group or play group) and Situation 3” (same 
sex group or heterogeneous sex group) do influence to a marked degree the 
roles children play in their peer group#
a# Children in the work group play th© roles of imitator, 
dependent, and subverter mar© and th© roles of attendant, 
fringer, and rejects© less than children in the play 
group#
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b. Children in th© play group play the roles of attendant*
fringer* and rejectee more and trie roles of imitator* 
dependent* and subverter less than children in the -work 
group.
c. Children in the same sex group play the roles of attendant*
fringer* and rejectee (the s&m  roles are associated with 
th© play group) more than children in th© heterogeneous 
umx group. Children in trie heterogeneous sex group play 
th© roles of dependent* imitator* and subverter (the 
saae roles are associated with the work group) sore than 
children in the same sex group.
5# The age or grade l*m?l of children docs influence to an appre­
ciable degree the roles they play in their peer group.
a. There are some roles that appear to be in greater 
evidence at a higher or lower grade level.
b. The roles of director* isolate* nurturer, and rejectee 
are in greater evidence at the lower grade levelj and 
the roles of clown* imitator* morale builder* and sus­
tainer are in greater evidence at the higher grade level.
c. The degree of difference in the role playing of children
increases as the difference in age or grade level is
Increased and decreases as the difference in age or
gracle level is decreased.
III. XTIPLlCATIOl’IS.
I. The limited influence that the separate and discrete factors 
of family or hoEse experience* sex and caste have on rol© playing as 
revealed in the findings of this study suggests that on© must go fur­
ther and deeper than, any one of these discrete factors if role playing is 
to be understood and explained. This implies 'that teachers* and others 
who work with children* can no longer say with assurance that the child 
plays a certain rol© just because of his family or 'horse experience* or 
just because of his sax or caste. This indicates that teachers, and 
othern who worx wit!; children* nmkdt (1) to become conversant with th© 
basic principles that are operative in growth and development*(2) to see
haw tries© male© their impact upon the emergent and developing self concept
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through ono1 life experiences, ( to understand and appreciate that 
this is an ongoing and unique process lor each individual which met 
he explore and analysed on the basis of the individual* s physiological 
potentials and culturally acquired attitudes, values and goals as they 
have operated in his unique life experiences to fora his self concept, 
and (li) to interpret role playing as the reflection of this self con­
cept in the group situation#
2# The greater sensitivity of certain roles, which suggest 
peripheral group interaction, to the factors investigated in this study 
indicates the need for additional studies of the roles in detail and 
depth so that more can b© learned concerning their nature, their desira­
bility, the forces which enhance or retard their appearance, and the 
nature of situations m  interpreted by children which seen to call forth 
certain roles* Th© general nature of this study is so broad and extensive 
that its findings can only be suggestive and indicative* Further studies 
might be developed through the direct observation of groups interacting 
through time in different situations, possibly with one or acre groups 
at each developmental level, in order to analyse and interpret th© 
dynamic processes at wort in each group# Such studies should be devel­
oped from the viewpoints of the children Involved rather than froa adult 
standards and definitions*
An approach of this nature necessarily would involve an understand­
ing of the individuals of the group so that the behavior observed could 
be related to the life experience of each# Study of any and all role 
playing would be emphasised by the researcher in the beginning} labeling 
of role playing would come after the descriptions of the behavior had been 
recorded} analysis and interpretation should bo in terras of the individ­
ual’s self concept operating in different situations* This kind of study
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might- reveal results of major importance;
It Is likely that some of the roles as now named and described 
would be re-named and r©-def incd In a manner that would be sore in 
accord with children*s jSJtftsrnal fraiaes of reference* It seeas question­
able that children see tJaaaselves as playing the roles of isolate, or 
rejectee or scapegoatf the names given these roles represent the reaction 
of others to the individual’s behavior, according to adult judgment.
For example, Robert Is said to be playing the role of scapegoat In Hie 
following anecdotes
“Today I asm Robert chasing two boys around the room during 
lunch hour. I stopped the three of then.... ?Ihen I asked, the 
reason for such behavior, Bobcri was so angry that I could not 
understand his language. The other two boys were just sailing 
and said, *be wore just teasing Robert.IW
To say that Robert is playing the role of scapegoat Is 
defining his behavior in terms of the way adults see his companions 
treating him. Robert seems to have been retaliating aggressively to 
the behavior of others, so it might be more accurate to say that he 
was playing the role of “aggressive retallator*• A better name probably 
could be given the role, bui this serves to illustrate what further 
study in depth and sharpness might do to clarify role playing.
3. If the results of the comparisons made in this study to in­
vestigate the influence of ag© or grade placement upon role playing can 
be accepted as Indicative, then schools and teachers, and other individ­
uals and institutions concerned with human, development, need to understand 
and appreciate that for children progress through the grades is accom­
panied by change in role playing behavior, the demands and expectations 
placed on children, the experiences and activities made available* to 
thesi, should bo evaluated in terms of the characteristics suggested by 
the roles which appear to them to be appropriate for the grades.
iu Th© findings of this study reveal that the situation in which 
th© role playing behavior occurs (whether in work group or play group, 
or in came mx group or heterogeneous sex group) has a much greater In­
fluence on role playing than any of the discrete factors considered* This 
supports the earlier statements that have been made concerning the holistic 
nature of role playing. 'Hie results imply that to be understood role 
playing must be seen and analysed in the context of the situation and as
a .function of th© self concept in th© situation* Frap^ntarj association 
and relationship cannot he made with assurance and confidence? role plac­
ing does not ©voire as a function of discrete forces but a s a response 
to the situation which involves all the complex of forces that are opera­
tive in the process of the development of the self concept*
This implies that our curriculum practices should be examined in 
terms of the situations which children in our school® experience* If 
some roles are unacceptable and staled just 1 vs according to adult stan­
dards* the explanation for their appearance In group interaction should 
be sought in an examination of the situations as children interpret 
them* It seams likely that the undesirable roles, m  the adult inter­
prets them, are provoked by the threatening or restraining or foreign 
elements of the situation as the child see© it and not because of his 
personal perversity* Curriculum practices cannot be divorced from th© 
group situations in which children find themselves as experiences are 
made available to them* Curriculum practices should be such that these 
group situations are related to the children1© experience© in terms of 
their developmental level and background of life experiences, in addition, 
the®© group situations should be such that opportunities are provided 
for each child to play roles that have meaning for his self1 concept in 
terms of bis own personal dignity and worth*
5* If role playlag is the reflection of th© self concept in the 
group situation, if participating in peer group relationships is accepted 
as a factor of #ajor importance in personality development, and if role 
playing is interpreted as an essential in the process of group interaction, 
them the relatively few instances of role playing behavior tabulated for 
each record seem to suggest Important implications for consultants ami
participant® in a child study program* The implication sees© to be that 
more attention should be devoted to this important aspect in the? indi­
vidual^ life story of growth and development#
It is recognised that to list by step® the procedure to be followed
in guiding nore attention to group interaction and role playing nay be 
difficult and subject to many corrections# howevert a tentative procedure 
is suggested?
a# Develop through group discussions tho recognition and 
understanding that role playing is a function of the 
self concept in the group situation and not signifi­
cantly related to any separate and discrete factor ixi the 
life experience and that it is basic to a bettor under­
standing of human development#
b# Provide leadership in establishing an emotional climate 
in the study group meet in r such that the participants 
can look, at and discuss, without a feeling of threat, 
their earn classrooms in terms of the prevailing situa­
tions available to their children for role playing#
c# Help teachers recognise© and understand that if role 
playing is to be understood it must be observed in 
terns of the performer in the situation as his self 
concept gives mean!ng to it, and the observation should 
he free of adult value judgments and concerned primarily 
with, processes {what is actually going on) and only 
secondarily with structure#
d# Encourage teachers to bring out implications pertainingto the kind of classroom climate that might encourage 
and foster favorable situations for group interaction 
by children which would make it possible for each to
function in a manner in keeping with what he has brought 
to the situation and in a manner that would recognise 
M s  personal worth and dignity#
It is believed that such procedures would load to a better under­
standing of role playing and its importance and thus meet a need that 
seemed to be implied by the data of this study#
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